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INTRODUCTION. 
"It is \."lhen we are most ourselTes t~t w 
Ing "Fa 
The~e is no lit.erature on ·ou:r specific t f eme 
write~ knows. Maqr books on cornpa.rativ r the 
examined, out while these may have a.ffe c 1~ed 
ed vii.luable suggestions as to where the most 
are nearest God''. 
th and Knowledge " 
0 far as the 
logy have oeen 
an d offer-
mate~ials 
could be found we have ~solute~r abstained f . m acceptine the 
conclusions o:r sta.taments of acy writer howev r authoritative 
excepting as these represented better than we state them 
our independent judgments reached by .. inductio from the material 
fathered from original documents or first obse~ations. 
of the expert knowledge of the translator. 
There is sometimes a lack of ~mmetr,y d completeness 
in the discussion and conclusions owing :to ou exclusion of 
guesses and second hand deductions and to the necessary limita-
tion of sufficient aggregation of e sections to 
wal'"rant any valuable induct ion. 
Definition of Terms and Scope 
1. 'Defini~ion. . Expex-ience in this paper me s all knowledge 
received at fix-st hand and consciously relate • 
(For discrimination between consciousne self-conscious-
ness and the self, eee Mind 2·5.98). 
Religion is an attempt to rise from h n finitude and 
achieve co rornunion wi t.'h the superhuman Power or Powers which are 
(1) 
oeli~ved to cont.. rol t h e world a11d 
Religious experience is the sum total of expex-i-
ences, w~ether emotional, rational or volition 1, which come to 
man in this quest. True religious experience, as distinguished 
from false, is that which is not a quotation o. echo, but which 
express his deepest natu-re when a. lone. Christ expe:t"ience 
means no "conversion" o:r "salvation" in the us .acceptation 
of t~1ese te:t"ms, but the sum total of religious 
intellective, emotional and energizing which a_e vitally and 
fundamentally connected w·ith his religious lif as a Christian, 
Ou:r.:- aim is to find from as an exhaustive 
the facts as it is possible fo:r.:- us to make, th exact elements 
in Ch:..:-istian expel:'ience of the best zype whic_h. diffe:t"entiates 
it from the religious expe:r.:-ience of 
since:r.:-e followers of othe:t" non-Christian s.yste 
words, H~' does Christianity in its psycholoBi 
differ vital~v, if at all, f:r.:-om other religiou 
found in 
In other 
effects 
and 
what element , o -~ elements must "be added to or s from 
those to "be found in the best :Buddhist or Mohw edan, in order 
that he might possess psychological~v a Christ 
2. Special Difficulties connected with uch an Investiga-
tion. 
Besides the b:t"Oad scope of res arch necessary 
in o:t'der to reach any valid induction fl"'om tab l~ted facts, 
a :nd in addition to all the difficulties met by such P~:zy"cholo­
gists as Starbuck a.n.d .Tames and Coe in their a tem:pted analysis 
and t.::l<~ssi:f ica tion of the 1"e ligious phenomena in 
(2) 
"conversion" we are met with several special d fficul ties. 
(1) In gettine testimony. 
After four years of effort I ' only 
succeeded in o~e or two instances close enoug to a true 
believer in a non-Ch:r:-istian faith to feel tha I had ~eall..v 
found out something important concerning his nner religious 
life. Orientals are more taciturn, I think, han Westerners 
in displ<zying their deepest thoughts on relig on and especially 
do they hide these f't'om foreigners. Books b foreigners 
concerning these psychological experiences a:r to be received 
with much caution. ~ hundreds t')f testimoni missionaries 
have constantl~r required the exercise of the rinciples of 
"Higher Criticism" not only for the sake of d scovering bias 
in the investigator if present, but in order o compare supposed 
info:t>mation with such critical standards as o e possessed as 
afso with the testimonies of equally credible observer• who had 
access to similar sources of first hand info __ tion. It only 
takes a "suggestion" on the part of a Palesti e explorer to 
get from the native a-Yly name for a pile of ru wishes 
to find. His sense of politeness and the liluropean 
is such that he would - ~ot fail to say any direct ques-
tion. It is the same doubtless in regard to our religious 
inqui:-:-ies--onl~r :rnore so. ~ scores of testi 
verts from non-Christian s.1stems have needed 
lar and additional reasons. ITen when abso 
eage·c to give exact info:rn1ation these are by 
unable to make critical distinctions or criti 
by far the most yaluable inforrna.t.ion conce:r.ni 
(3) 
simi .. 
honest and 
and training 
these things 
have 1Jeen obtained by accident or by and from ong time residents 
in some partic1lllar locality, who like Bishops oburn .ox- Harx-is 
or Dr. Ohlinger, ~ere able to themselves sift estimony and 
make discriminating comparisons when their att ntion was 
called to the facts desired. In like manner t e multitudes 
of native books and pamphlets exa~ined have ha to be :t"ead with 
reference to the ~~eme dism1ssed, the motives nfluencing 
statements• ~nd the liklihood that the same wo or phrase meant 
something ve:t"y different to the writer than to ~se1C. 
( 2) In Unde rst andi ng Testimony. 
The last sentence above hints at 
the philological difficulty and that connected 
Eastern symbolism and poetic phrase there is e 
addition to 
the 
deeper 
trouble in understanding the claims made in ma . Oriental 
Sacred Books. In many of these (I speak most 
regarding the Book of Dead) the claim in no de ree represents 
a personal experience, but is a claim of ident the deity, 
the possessing of his attributes, or an attemp by the claim 
(magical~v as~isted) to deceive the deity into believing him to 
be the possessor of the ve'!!"j' virtues or spirit1al experiences 
in ivhich he is most deficient. 
(3) In Valuing Testimony. 
This has been covered in pa:t"t, through 1 aste and inad-
ve -rtence, in the above remarks. I had though to give 
here the principles underlying this valuation, but have neither 
space nor time now. 
3. Presuppositions. 
Certain things are taken for grc.n ted in this discussion. 
4 
Among these may 'be mentioned as most important: 
rexperience is the first and last test of trut~. All 
knowledge depends on its trustworthiness. iTersal experi-
ence gives us the highest certitude possible The 
consciousness. Religion is not something mir 
It is as na.tu:t"a.J. as eye-sight or Tolition. 
right, like free-will--it is an achievment. 
or abnormal. 
t is not a birth-
. et in all religion 
can 1)e found certain experiences which have normally developed 
in every race and every full grown ind iTidual in eTery age. 
Such are 'beliefs concerning the gods, concept of duty, moral 
oblieation, deliTerance f~m evil, etc; feeli moral 
approval and disapp.!"oval. a.s the accepted law accepted 
deity 1.vas kept or broken, sense of dependence 
fear, gratitude, etc.; religious impulses lea ng to actions 
of morali~ and to efforts by which the wors pper hopes to 
establish harmony with the superior Powers; r ligioua aspirations 
and energies affecting not me~ly the emotion o:t" intellectiTe 
life but the practical. attention given to the objective demands 
of home and state, etc., etc. 
In this discussion we are not interes in these common 
elements of experience, but confine our thoug t to divergent yet 
fund~~ental experiences. 
(For the relation of experience to re lity, see Nitsch 
"System der Crist, Lehre; Ulrici " ott und Mensch"; 
Bowne, passim. 
For the psychological- necessity of Re igion: Am. J, of 
P~. 1:88; On Religious lxperienc• Pfleiderer" Phil, 
of Rel."Fairbairn• Phil. of Chriat.Rel."Sabatier" 
Outlines of a Phil. of Rel." and R tschel and Schleier 
macher every. 
{5) 
• 
The last two I have only examined in outline a d at second 
hand. For "Permanent llements in Relieion" se Boyd Carpenter 
and Clifford "Certainties in Relieion"a on ~vi ential Value of 
Rel. Consc. sea list I gave in "Diet .• Christ 
and add to it ld. Caird "revolution of Rel". 
GH:NiiiRAL SOURCH:S OF INFO:RMA TION AND TAB T ION OF FACTS 
1. FOR CHRISTIAl'1 ~XPB:RI lmCi. 
{l) Personal ixpe~ience of the wri tar. 
{ 2) PeraSona1 Conversation ,,i th others w o cla 1m to 
possess such experie:nce and tea imonies of reli-
able people conce~ing these. 
{3) Religious experiences of the primit Te Christians 
as recorded in the New Testamen • 
{4) Autobiographies, Diaries, .Journals, Confe s sions, etc. 
of representatiTe Christians in all ~es and lands 
(5) Christian Apologies, Theologies and S,ystems. 
{6) Fruits of Christianity testifying t the real 
spiritual or non-spiritual ene . ies behind its 
adherents. 
A tal.mla tion of all the facta of Christian 
able in the Gospels was made by the writer an 
"Dictionary of Christ and the Gospel•" (Hasti 
gious Expe:dence in the Gospels. {which see). 
careful tabulation of the facts of Christian 
rience discover.-
published in 
s) Title: Reli-
An equally 
found in the Kpistles and Apoca~vpse, exactly differentiating 
these from +nose of the Gospels, was also mad 
to Dr. Hastings {with the other article) and 
{6) 
by me but was sent 
as been held by 
him for futu~e publication. The lives and j urna.ls of the 
folltJwing "typical Christians" have been car full,;r examined 
fo~ information,-Wesley, Whitefield, Fletche , Finney, 
William Taylo~, Augustine, Bunyan, Pascal (i part). These 
rep:resenta tiTes a.re, howeTer, too nearly ali e in ellDtional 
nature to give data for a fair induction. Pu ,lished lives and 
journals are almost exclusively of this clas , naturally, It 
is the emotional nature w.h ich expre sse a i tse so as to produce 
such lite t"a ture. This is the g~eat fault w th ~amest "Varie-
ties of Religious ;experience" and justifies everal of Leuba's 
j 
criticisms, e g. "Blessed are the intoxicate , for unto them is 
• 
the Kingdom of the SPirit revealed" (Pay, Re • 15,,,) There 
ought to be data gathered from the represent thinkers of 
Christian:\. ty a...nd w·orkers woo have not been ous for so-
called "experiences". Lotze (Phil, of Rel, declares 
that it is his di~ct inner experience and at alone which 
makes his philosophy optimistic rather than essimistic and 
affirms that this inner religious experience[ is as dit"ect 
and 1::ert ain as t}].e perceptions of the senses. But exactly how 
much can this testifY to? Newman said it not fo~ the 
TOice speaking so clea~~ in ~J conscience d he art I should 
be an atheist of a pantheist or a polytheist when I looked into 
the w·orld," (Apologia 241) Rahbi Hirsch says "The human heart 
is tJ1e first source of the knowledge of God" (Jewish il.:ncy. "God") 
Almost every doctrine of every church has been"p:t'Oved" by this 
inward testimony. Not only the Fall and C a.tion, but the 
literal Infallibility of the Bible (ReT. Qu r •• oc~.l888) Prin. 
Rev. June 18?9 Prest .• Ref. Rev, 6:201, while no less a distin-
(?) 
guished thinker than President W~rren has proved the 
Trinity thus and testified to a personal coneciou~mess of 
the Holy Ghost and the Son as distinguished from hia 
consciousness o~ The Father. Christian Scientist., 
Dervish and Buddhist are equally confident seemingly 
that +heir peculiar views are "proved" by their inner 
experiences. These, of course are inference• not direct 
revelations oz- intuitions. 
As to Christian Theolc•giea I am most familiar 
with the Arminian, bu.t a study of Calvin and ~dwards 
has convinced me that the impulse to thought received 
by the theology which was accepted by all the reformers 
of the 16th cent. was at least as great as that from our 
own while their live• and those of the Romas Catholics 
show that the active ene r gies evoked by Christianity 
seem to be independm1t of the particular "views• of its 
adherents. 
These "fruits" of Christianity in order 
to be compared fairly amon·g Christian sects or with non-
Christian systems must be the natural fruits of the system 
and must spring from the essential. faiths. In the axgument 
against Romanism and constantly in the polemic against 
Heathenism, certain excrescences or accidents due to race 
or national civilization are buil.t upob with too great 
confidence, as in a recemt comparison between Christianitr 
and Mohammedanism, in which the fact is emphasized that 
in Turkey the prominent place sand most trusted posi tiona 
in the armf, navy, stores, banks, etc. are held by Christ-
ians. This is proba9:ly due quite as much or more to the 
difference between the Asiatic and luropean civilization 
as to a difference in religious faitn--these positions are 
not held by Asiatic Christiane and ?rhile it is doubtless 
true that the Western civilization is large~ due to 
Christian influence that is almost equally true of some 
Asiatic and less advanced Buropean civUization s. 
<In the whol.e we can state that al.J. the facts 
w~ have been able to· father a.nd tabul.ate show that the ex-
periences of typical. Christians in every age and J.and 
are surprisingly like those of the early New Testament 
church (see nw art. in Diet. of Christian Gospels) with 
little essential differences du.e to climate and training, 
etc. I hold to f1.'IY tabulation of facts as heretofore 
published with the except ion that I gave probabl.y too much 
emphasis to the importan ce of "conversion" and the sense 
of sin. That is a marked feature of the New Test . narra-
tives, but it maw be partly due to race peculiarities. 
Sudden crisee in religious experie~• are found in other 
faiths than the Christian, the effects of which are as 
clearly J:Darked. I have collected a good m&ll!U instamca• 
of such "conversions" from Brahmanism to BuddhiSJ!l, from 
Buddhism to the Crahma Somaj etc. One man hears a voice 
from heaven and becomes a llo sl.em. Another reads a verse 
of the Koran and another hears a ver•e of the Upanishads 
and· at once gives us honors and wealth and spen4s his life 
thereafter in works of piety. James gives an instance 
in which a thorough unbeliever was converted to~· catholician 
without prayer or argument or meditation, so far as he 
knew; evident]Jr the sub-conscious mind however was 
still influencing him and the memoiT of his past and 
his environment had its effects,. ~ut we must not. count 
conversion and the peace which follows ana the life 
directed thereafter by consistent religious motives as an 
experience peculia~ to ~!stiaaity. These are (with 
greater or less similarity) t o be found anJ)ng all emotional 
devotees of every 5,1stem and must be explained as effects 
of causes which lie deep i n huirian nature. Fina~, we 
might add the followinrg ro nclusions to be kept in mind . 
·in the final surnmaxy of results. 
The average experience of professing Christians 
is far belc.w the N. T. type or the best Christian type o-r 
an1 age. It is nearer to the best o. T, type, but below 
it in loyalty to light, etc. The religious experience 
of the best "moral man" is emotionally below that of the 
average believer but intellec~ually and ethically 
and under strain of trial and in his ambition to know 
the t ruth the best of these mo~list• (whom I have known) 
is on a higher spiritual level than the average hone at 
believer who has been converted. · Nevertheless the best 
moral man falls below the best type of Christian believer 
in inward peace and sense of hal'DlO:ny with his earthly and 
heavenlY environment and necessar~ there~or in the ener-
gie• and activ1t1ea which sucB mental and moral har.mony 
na turall;y encourage. 
Distinetl7 di~erent types of religious "exper-
ience" are found in heathen lands among converts corres-
ponding to the difference of type among the Kissionarie•• 
• Sudden conversions among the Methodists but not among the Roman 
Ca tho lies or Church of Kngland convert •· i!:ven the effects of 
conversion varie•• One ot our conv erts reports in a letter 
that he did not know joy was a fruit of the spirit and never 
experie!lced it untU he had read the lpistle where this is 
stated. Luther as well as the less. evangelistic Goethe got 
so utter~ wea~ of life (i.e. so destitute of "peace•) that he 
hated life at times. Hughes tells ot a consistent and wor~ 
convert who never (according to her ~wn stateme ttl) felt sorry 
for sin or the guilt of it. Other motives led her to renounce 
the world and believe on Jesus. This item is not at all 
convincing but it is of value since it is given though it con-
tradicts (though he does not seem to see it) one of the 
"certainties" which Hughes is advocating. 
Romanes and such as he must · be reckoned with in 
cataloging the essentials of Christian experience. He it was 
who bec~ae an earnest follower of Chrsit, yet never had a 
consciousness of salvation (even Mr. 'V8Sley said this was not 
necessary to salvation) nor any settled joy. This sounds much 
like some sections of the Upanishads: 
"I ask not for thy love nor e'en so llllCh 
As tor a hope on thy dear breast to lie, 
But be thou stUl m;y Sb.ep~ercl, stil.l with such 
Compassion as may melt to such a cry"• 
AcadeD\Y Jan: 189?. 
• 
SOURC~S OF INFORMATION (continued) 
FOR NON-CHRISTIAN IXPRRIMNCK. 
(for de tails see followirig sections) 
1. Personal Conversation with many noa-Ohristian 
believers. (Jews, MOslems, Japanese, Chineae,etc). 
and vast quantities of verbal and written te•t1-
monies from seemingly reliable sources, concer~­
ing the claims of rel~ious experience made by 
such. 
2. Ma~ autobiographies, diaries, journals, confession•, 
etc. G-·f leading repreaentatiTea of several of . 
these non-Christian religiona. 
3. Sacred Books embodying non-C.hristian beliefs. (Old Testament, Koran, · Sacred Books of the last.) 
4. Later Systems which are de~lopmenta of or reactiona 
from the tea<bings of these supposedly Sacred 
Books. 
5. &xpression of inwnrd energie a through ceremonies, 
rituals, cbu)~ches, goverrments, and in practical 
life. 
ll. FACTS TABJLA~riD 
1. FACTS OF CHRIS[' IAl~ EXPERIMNCll 
(Given unde previous section through mismanagement 
of typewriter) 
11. 2. NON-CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCIS 
A. 
DJI:AD RJ!:LIGIONS 
1. EGYPTIAN 
Di!lFmiTB: SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
1. For the BOok of the Dead 
~ own independemrt word ~or word study of the entire 
book on the basis of Renouf's "Book of the Dead"; Pierret's 
"Le Livre des MOrts•; NaTille'a "Daa Aegyptiacha Todtenbudh" 
and llaspero•a "Le LiTre dea Korta". 
• 
(2) For other Religioua Texts 
:Brugsch' a "Die Aegyptologie" and "Steininschr1st 
und :Bibelwort" ( · · 
Wiedemann'• "Die Religion der Alten Aagypter" 
Strauss und Torney's "Der Aetaegyptische Go•tter-
gla.ube". 
Maspero's articlea in "Revue des L'Gist. des Religion 
1888-1900 
Krman "Handbook of Kgyptian Religion" 1907, 
Petrie's "Religion and Conscience in Ancient 
Egypt• 1898. 
The following works have furnished materials important but of 
less value in the order named: 
Maspero "Hist of Egypt and Chaldea (1903) (2) Stein-
dart "Rel. of Bgypt• 190S; (3) "Rel. of Anc·ient 
Bgypt and :Babylon" 1900; {4) Breasted "Hist. ot 
Egypt" and "Ancient Recorda" (l905-6)t (5) Budge 
"Hist. of ~gypt (1902; (6) Petrie "Hiat. of 
JCgypt" ( 6 T0l8) • 
FACTS TAJrnLA'.riD 
AND CONCLUSIONS RIACHlm CONCERNING EGYPT·IAN RJCLIGION. 
These are given in full in nu "Ancient Kgypt in the Light of 
Modern Discover," P• 240-305, and do not need to be repeated 
or materially modified. Modern texts have confirmed some of 
the rew.lts which I there adlfocatad as probabUities though 
not genera.ll3' · accepted at that time by scholars. Chapter 125 
aff'i:rms the supreme ethical code of the ancient lgyptians and 
covers we ll t he moral virtues. I think I gave however too 
much importance to the claims of "purity" by the deceased. In 
the first place this purity was often only ceremonial and in 
the second place these prayers were not to be recited in this 
life, but in the next and these claims of extraordinary goodness 
may mean no more than the c~abs of supernatural power. Never-
thelesa the high moral level of this chapter proves that this 
• 
was the ideal standard. The we 1ghing of the heart against 
the image of lla.at po:ln ts to a proper conception of the need 
of sincerity and the deification of Truth and Right. 
('!his weighing of the Heart is a.l.so found in the Koran and 
in the Jewish "Book of Enoch" etc.) 
The cry to the four heavenJ.y boatmen "Do awa;y with ~ evU 
deeds; put ye away nw sin" and the vast number of s:imUar 
exts together with the excessive effort to prepare for the 
future point not onl,y to a faith in immortality, but to a 
sense of sin and a h ope of being helped by their gods (not 
merely through deceiTing them as to the facts of their lives) 
and t o a consciousness of the worth of the soul and ita 
defilement and danger through moral as well as ceremonial 
tra.nsgre ssion. 
The fact that a religion such as that of lkhnat .en, 
which was almost a monotheism and w}lich encouraged the most 
exal.ted ethical qualities cou~d spri."lg up on Egyptian soil. 
speaks well for the old religious tra.irling as well as for the 
imported Asiatic seed. And the fact that in the face of wch 
a religion the old religion could so quickly and thorougblT 
recover ita preminence, after the death of this heretic, shows 
that in that old rel.ig:l.on there must have been an eaormous 
vitality and the satisfactory answer to some of the most 
importa~t needs and hopes of the soal. 
There are no such emotional texts in Egyptian lit-
erature as can be found am:mg the Baeyloniana, but the e thica.l 
code is at least as high {Jaatrow says "higher") and as he 
is devoted to Babylonian learning this represents an unbiased 
test~onial from an expert). Uts appeal to the intellect must 
have been ve:cy strong and the constant thought of the future 
' did not develop a lack of interest in the present, but stimu-
lated the activities of believers to vast ente~rises whiCh 
are still the astonishment of mankind. 
NOTiC: 
Even the most odious formsof worship, as the adoration of 
animals in Egypt and of the phallus both in lgypt and Babylon 
(as ellsewhere) may have original.zy, and alw~ s eaotericalzy, 
been the expression of awe and reverence for life and the 
miracle of birth. mven the orgies of India do not prove 
that religious fee ling does not lie at the basis of the worsh:tip, · 
or that noble intellectual conceptions did not originate it. 
It is now physiologica.lzy certain th~t extreme emotional ex-
pression of religious passion has a tendency to provoke sen-
sual passions. · This does not, as some have thought., pr ve a 
common origin for both. Opposites are mutuaJ. ly corrective. 
This is Nature's method of maintaining the "balance" which 
in Nature's law has the place which "holiness" holds in the 
Hebrew Scriptures. 
2 • BABYLONIAN R mL IG ION 
MOst important Sources of Info~ation. 
Records of the Past 
King "Babylonian Religion" (1899) 
Jastrow "Religion of Bab,ylonia and As~ria" (1898) 
Sayee "Hibbert Lectures" (used guardedly) 
Maspero and Sayee (works previously cited) 
Tiele Babylonian a.nd Assyrian Religion" 
Harper "Laws of Hammurabi" (1905) 
Pinches "Religious ideas of the Baby1onians". 
Many special articles by Jeremias, H0mme1, Oppert and other 
speci a ista in lng. French and German reviews containi ng, often 
when least expected, materials bearing upon our present 
inve s tigat ion. 
There is a tendenc,y to exaggerate the place of 
rekigion in Bab,ylonian thought. Rogers "Hist. of Bab, (1:350) 
thinks that all the Babylonian conquests were due to a 
religious impul.se. But the·se utterm • s of the kings, though 
they sound ve~J pious, · probably were on~ a thin veneer, WhiCh 
deceived nobo~, probably, to cov er their desire for 
personal domination. T.he ethics of the Ba~lonians were ve~ 
similar to that of the lgyptians (see King, p, 219 e~c), yet 
there was a ma:ri<:ed en:K)tional diff'ere~ce between the two relig-
ions. The nobl.e qual.ities of personl\1 regard 'for the gods are 
to be found in the ~mns and Penitential. P&aJ.ms, as never in 
Egypt, as also the consciousness of sin and sense of' penitence 
and need of forgiveness. The striking resemblance to the o, T, 
psalms has often awakened remarlc and s\1rprise. Ordinari~ 
I think these "psalms" express sorrow because of dreams, omens, 
misfortunes which the man thinks to come because of the anger 
of some god. O:tt·~en he complains that he does not know how 1IIIJill 
he has offended him or what god he has unwitting~ provoked, 
and he is in bitter distress because he does not know 
how to pacit,y him. Yet these "flowers• of ancient religious 
literamre have a f'ragra.nce of the heart about them at times 
which can ha:t'IUY' come from a~thing ~lse than a deep inward 
exper.ience of real contrition and penitence for mor~ trans-
gressions and high ideals unreal.ized. 
In one hymn at 1east 100 different faults are enum-
erate4 \'hich might have brought this danger and guilt, and aiDJ)ng 
these are ~atred, mistreatment of p-rents or of brothers or 
sisters, lack of justice and charity and truthfulness, and 
fidel.i ty to his wif'e; and besides such common immoralities 
are the being "false in heart" etc. Th$'" crave likeness to 
the gods and t..'l-lese are at least somet i."'!le s called "righteous" 
and "merciful" (See especially Jastrow 312-32? and S~yce Hibbert 
Lectures, P• 4?9 etc. and Appendix 349-352. Perhaps the 
most te~der of all is quoted by Sayee in "Rel of Bab" p, 421 
asfollows: 
"0 Lord cast not away thy servSJlllt: 
Overflowing with tears, take him by the hand. ' 
............... . • ............................ . 
Strip off Dzy' transgressions as a gament.,. 
Yay thy heart be appeased 
As the heart of a mother who has borne children." 
Certain defects will occur to ever,ybo~r who attentive~y 
studies these Babylonian or Egyptian 1\Ymns. There is no suc."t-1 
cry for holiness and sorrow for inward sin:f'Ulness as meets us 
in the o. T ••• There is no experience of' joy in God and trust in 
His goodness and justice, whatever temporal ,misfortune m~ 
come, as meet us in the Psalms and Prophets. Nature is not 
regarded in at all the ~e way and there is no declaration of 
a ny redemption or Salvation (in the Hebrew sense) and satisfae 
t:ti.on because of. this (either because it is al:ready experienced 
or the worshiper is absolutely certaiil that notwithstanding 
the lack of sight now, it wi~l sure~ come) this spirit of con-
fident faith is totally lacking, and I have been surprised to 
find how dif:fictralt. it is to find even one text which expresses 
"gratitude," in either the old or New Testament sense. Yet 
this religion is strongest in its em:>tional development and 
fal l s below the Egyptian in its intellectual God conceptions (ao 
I believe) and thought of the World and of mat1 1 as well. as in 
the energies directly evoked by the Religion. Because of low 
intellectual appeal, Magic acquired ita unparalelled hold 
here. 
3. Zoroastrianism. 
MOST IMPORTANT WORKS SIFTKD 
sacred Books of the last" Vol. 4. Darmesteter (2d. ed. 1895) 
•• •• Vol. 31, Kills (1887) 
The Ga thaa- -Lawrence H. Mills (1903) 
"Religion of Anciena Persia" A. v. J~ Jackson. 
This maar be called a: dead religion because although a ve:r.y few 
of its devotees ma;y' still be found in Persia and a consider-
able colony in Bombq, i~s influence as a Religion comes from 
~~e past. Its reproductive energy is exhausted. 
This has particul.ar interest in this discussion 
because it is one of the "prophet" religions WhiCh were born 
out of t·~ deep religious tmpulse of one hot heart. Only an 
ove rwhelming religious experience can create a new religion. 
Such a :religious birth is due either to a reaction against 
some stiff and artificial form of worship, or is the develop-
ment of sorre mighty fragment of unseen or forgotten truth, 
plucked out from the old :religion and held up into prominence, 
thus producing a spiritual reformation. In either case the 
strongest appeal will be through the personal religious experi-
ence of the Founder. This is the power but al.so the limitation 
of such religions ; for the theology--the intellectual energy 
of the movement--is limited to the felt need which atarted 
the movement and the individual aspiration and vision. SUCh 
relig i ons have usually l.acke d phUo sophical groundwork . The 
nature religions excel. them in -this. The "System• must arise 
aften~ards. Not only al.l. ancient me100ry, but the work he did 
proclaim Zorathustra to have been a prophetic soul.. His infl.u-
ence for a thousand years was powerful. and direct. The indi rect 
influe nce of his teaChing upon other faiths was even greater. 
How much it influenced the Hebrew development i s doubtful . 
Da~aesteter whom Max Mul.ler considered the greatest Zend sCholar 
in the world believed the Avesta to be a ver.r modern work pat-
terned even in i ts outward fo:rm and divisions upon the Hebrew 
Bible. Mills h as proved their greater antiquity and g i ve s 
this religion the credit of having saved t he Hebrew rel.igion 
from abso;rp·tion in +..he Babylonian (Zarathustra and t he Greeks" 
p . 206). Allow that Israel went into Exile with only the 
germs of certain doctr i nes (angels, Satan, resu~ction, 
etc .) which wel'•e full. grown when they came out. I t is now gen-
eral.l.y conceded that any "bor~owing " on either side must have 
been faint and indirect. But the rapid development coul.d only 
have occurred unde r sympathetic influences • . (See Cheyne "Enc,y, 
Bibl.ica.). The t wo religions in many fundame ntal. aspect& 
we re much a like, so nn.tch so that M., c. de Harlez he ild that z. 
was a disciple of some Hebrew capt i ve (Des Origine s) p.so) and 
conservative scholars like Canon Cook aml Jame s Hope Moulton do 
not hesitate to ackn o\vledge that a spirit meets us he r e without 
parallel in ancient times outside the o. T. (Diet, of :Bible, 
Hasting s). The latt~r has called the Sacred Scripture• of 
this Fa ith " the most precious relie of Oriental. religion 
and the one sacred literature which in d i gnit,y , in profound-
ness, in purity of thought and in absolute freedom from 
• unworthy conceptions of the: divine can be compared with the 
Hebrew Scriptures" (Crit. Rev., ~an. ~896). So Prof. Car-
penter of Oxford affirmed at the World's Parliament that the 
Gathas rest on an "a religion exper ience similar in kind to 
that of Isaiah" (Proceedings 2:896). :But these are one-sided 
judgments which fai~ to note that the Gathas teach venBeance 
as a duty and in the adj o in ing r itual the re are the mo st puer-
ile and Pharisaic prescriptions which are emphasized as muCh 
as the moral injunctions, and also many c'hanns worthy only of 
the Indian medicine man. Cheyne's estimate of the high qua l ity 
of Cyrus' relig~on is no longer possible since ~ackson's in-
vestigations of the ~onumental texts (Am. ~. of Arch. 21:179 
et c.). Yet there is a surprising fund of sub~ime truth. 
The very names for the supreme powers testifY to deep spirit-
ual conceptions: God--"Good Mind"; Hell--~orse life"; Heaven-· 
"best mental state"; God's attributes are his messengers 
sent into the human soul to ennoble and redeem (s.B.I. 3~:xxiv, 
31, etc). There are prayers for ho~ine ss (Yasna 32) and to 
become like God (Yasna 31 and for immortali~ (Yasna 47 ~ 53) 
while there is an exalted expectation of a coming Saviour 
or Redeemer (Sosehya:nt) who is to be purified by an ordeal. of 
molten metal and the teaching of a Resurrection is fulzy 
developed . 
~79 etc.) 
The ethicl! is remarkably complete (See ~ .A.o, s. 21: /~ 
I 
"Let a man overcome anger by love, evil by good, I 
Greed by l i be rali ty, the ~ iar by tru. th" etc ._,.., .. / "" 
The!'e are sublime vtords concerning Ahu:ra. llazd 
-.,..-/ 
"wh§ c;teated the 
c cw a.nd righteousness" ••• "Who, kind, l).ath c / r us in weal 
or sorrow" •• "Through holiness then dost '!'ll.ttnJ. ve us" "None other 
.' #- /' 
than Thou ha,re I" "Through holine e then do st. 'fhou save us" " 
• 
"Him in our hymns of prai a seek I to worship 
Whom with discern inrg ey no see I clearly 
Of the good spirit Lord; of wo rd and action" 
(Yasna 45) (See al-s o Y-a~na 49) 
' '-
- - \ 
Yet milt there are eJC.Press ions of repentance and devotion and 
love, the fact that God was limited by a demonic power inter-
fered with a complete trust. There is comparatively little 
mention of guilt and much of weakness and even less can be 
found to indicate that through trust in the good but no t 
omnip~tent god there came a satisfaction and enjoyment such as 
the worship of Jehovah evidently gave. 
The far reaching influences of this Fai tb. can be 
seen in the Magi of the N T and the Mithra cult--which so 
nearly superseded Christianity as t~e dominant religion of 
Rome. See Franz Cumont "The MYsteries of Mithra" (1903) p.l97 
etc. The root idea of z. is seen in the modem Parseesdail.y 
prayer: 
"0 omnipotent Lordl I repent of all ley' sins. 
I repent of all evil thoughts. I repent of all 
evil words. I repent of all evil actionaJ" 
(World's Parliament 2:910) 
I am not able to decide how the mental, emotional and volition-
. al impulses evoked by this movement compared with those of 
Judaism·! Ce ~tainly the theory of Dualism is a. product of 
prfound reflection and encoura~s intellectual activity. 
I have the impression that it was weakest on its active si.de.; 
but this is not sufficie!l!ltly con trolled by facta to be called 
an induction. 
4. Greek and Roman Religions. 
This section is only introduced for symmetry. My col. lee-
tion of facts giving the religion crxperiencea of men who repre-
sented these faiths is not compl.ete enough to r1ak an induction. 
It would be easy to give opinions with the name of great men 
attached but second hand val.uations w.ould destry the import-
ance of the final results and I decl~ne to accept them. 
The only period which I have studied with care is the 
first century. I have sought the best authorities for the 
MYsteries and have worked through ~e entire c ll.ection of 
O.x;yrbynchua Papyri (Grenfell. and Hunt (1898-190?) eJW ept 1ng 
the last vol.ume. Deiaaman's "Bible Studies" and "New Bibl.e Stud-
ies" and New Light on New Testament 
But these and Moulton's "Prol.egomena" to his 
Greek Grammar (which I have read through twice) o~ broaden 
the fiel.d where investzbgation is necessat:r, for these docu..menttl 
prove that the classics onJ..y give us a Yiew of one hal.f' the 
Roman World (and that the least half' 0 and that former con-
clusions (P.y Uhlhor.n etc) conce~ning the lack of religious 
interest at the time of the sdvent were whol]3r erroseous. 
Loathing and indiffere nee were customary among the gentry 
who cultivate4 letters, but the middl.e and J.ower classes who 
spoke, as is now proved, New Testament Greek as their street. 
and market la~uage, were religious a,nd fairzy moral, too, 
and had, at any rate, good moral standards and enjoyed decent 
home J.ife and cultivated spiritual desires. 
But the data are J.imited and the very novel.~ of 
the study tempts to hafty and anti-customary conclusions and 
therefor safety J.ies in de~. 
LIVING NON-CHRI3r IAN RfCLIGIONS 
1, JUDAISM. 
For a tabulation of the exact characteristics of the Jewil!b 
religious experience and its exact difference from the new 
Christian experience of the earliest disciples see ~ "Relig-
ious lxperience in the Gospels" (before cited) and uw article 
on the "Religious lxperience in the Acts and lpistle•"• 
(before cited). 
Later confirmations that the psychological differ-
ence between Jewish and Christian experience was not confined 
to any one locality or age, but is due to a generic difference 
in the two ideals and impulses, is prove4, (1) :By comparison 
of the post.-Christim Talmudic writings with pre-Christian 
Jewiih writings. On this canparison I have used Hodkinson's 
Talmud (1903) and have worked through almost all of the twenty 
volumes comparin•g such matters as touch our theme with the 
o, T, Apocrypha and several of the best edited. pre-Chriat.ian 
works (non-Biblical) as for ~ple the "Book of lnocn• (R,H, 
Charles, 1893) "Book of Jubilees• (ditto, 1895) Testament of 
Abraham" by M,R, Jame• (Texts and Studie•) and Test. of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob" by w. B, Barnes. 
(2) Direct Testimonies as to spiritual experiences 
before and after accepting Christis.nity from representative 
Jewish converts now living, I have had exceptional opportun-
ity 'Co know these·. 
(3) Written. testimonia• from representative converts 
• 
in recent times. The bett book I know is "Jewish Witnesses 
that Jesus is the Christ" by Ridle,r H. Herschell (1848) who 
was father of Lord Her·schell, former Lord Chancellor of Kng. 
It gives the testimony of Neander, Isaac de Costa and many more. 
It is not critical, and some of the te it imoniea conflict: on 
minor points they all hated Chr-isti~ity to start with, were 
men of different dispositions and belonged to differeat Christ-
ian sects, so that their testimonies were valuable, since they 
present such similar experiences. One particularly suggestive 
word is that of A. D. s. a personal ~iend of Herschell'a 
who says: "It has been urged that we should feel lost before 
we can be found; but I never felt I had need of a Saviour 
tUl I found Him. "H•, Hers<hell., as a Jew, pr,aye4, but with 
"fear a "1d trembling" and thinks only a Christian can understand 
"God is l.ove•. Eut this seems to me contradicte4 by the O,T, 
and by other modern Jewish experiences, which leads to the next 
class of case a. ($) Testimonies of :U:odern Jews (not Christian) 
to high spiritual experiences. See Jewish Bncyr-. Passim. also 
a beautiful experience in Weinstock 's Je sus the Jew"--but I 
know o~ nothing better than the Hymn now sung in the Synagogue 
on the Day of Atonement: 
"Oh, be thy rre roy in the balance laid, 
To hold thy servants sins more lightly we 1ghed, 
When, his confession penitentlY made, 
He answersfor his guilt before the King. 
0 thou who makest guilt to disappear, 
~ help, mw hope, ~ rock, I will not fearl 
Though thou the body ho1d in dungeon drear 
The soul has found the pa1~e of the king". 
(Schechter "Studies in Judaism" p,l66.) 
Thi wide examination wholly confirms the marks of difference 
be tween the Jew ish and ChristiM consciousness which we discov-
ered in our examination of the N.T. ami could not be stated 
in one sentence better than Hab-is Weinstock himself nett a 
follower of Christ but an orthodox Jew, unwittingl1 states it 
when he calls a Christian "the Iaraelite of the spirit". 
2. ISLAMISM (i.e. Resignation) 
Chief sources of Information 
The Koran 
Jlany Personal Converaat ions with Ko slams 
M.s.s. letters from Converts 
Mult itudes of Tracts from "Mohammedan Tract and Book Dept. 
Lahore, India 
"Faith of Islam" w. H, Quillian, Pres. Muslim Inst .• , 
Lahore, l89l·.Women in Isla1n", Sir Synd Amer Al.i 
M.A., C,I,I •• 
~d~ of High Court, Bengal, 
"The Jloslem Guide", Haj i Reazudden Ahmed 
PRAY11R BOOK FOR liUSLD!S- ... H'fllN BOOK FOR MUSLD!S, 
"Polygamy", lloulvi 1lahommed Abdul Charu 
•Preaching of Islam" T.w. Arnold (1896) 
Proceedings " World's Parliament of Religions. • 
Works of Sir Wm. lluir 
The Catechism of Omar Nessefy (Translated and Summarized) 
Islam, "Synod Ameer Ali" (190?) ~ Hrosvenor. 
Islamism, called Yohammedanian by "Infidels" is empha.ti- . 
cal~ a living religion. A church is being formed in ChicagO 
and L think in Sam Francisco. Certainly there is a church in 
Li ver:pool which, though small, (only 50 members) yet has 
. 
drawn its membership from the R. Cath., lleth,, Baptist, Spirit-
ualist, Unitarian and Athiets b:t"anches of Christendom; and 
the pa&or is thought well ot in the community where he lives • 
... r-'-----~-..!1 ----- -- - - .... ., .. _ -- -----.a. -• .&.'1-- ·---,...3 u _ .,.., 
sincere and devout in his earl.ier career and won a following 
because of this and the superior teacning he had to offer. 
llohammedanism was not · mere:q super:ll.or to the rellgion of pre-
Islamic Arabia (See ",.n-anners and Customs of pre-Islamic 
Arabs" by the Moham. Tr~ t Society), but it was superior to 
the sort of Christianity that was preac:i'led in the di stri eta 
where Islamism. met the followers of the cross and defeated them. 
(see particularl;y "Preaching ~ Islam" chaps. 3,8,9,10.) 
The position of' women was elevated to · a level never before 
reached in Arabia, and she was given religious and legal 
rights on an e quality with men. It is true Mohammed did not 
abol.i&h. Pol.ygamy, but 1 t is not re ceat.sa~ for Moslems to 
defend Polyganv, as if it were a necessity of the Creed, (see 
work named above) for the Prophet restricted it an:l prohibited 
conditional marriages and permitted it on much the same 
grounds as Milton defended himself in his celebrated treatise 
on divorce. Polyg~ was an establia~ed institution when he 
came and he bettered conditions. It is not quite fair to sq 
with maqr that it was peculiarly intole.raaqt, t..llat it crushed 
freedom of thought, was opposed to letters and sacceedecl in 
its conquests on:J.3r because of the sword. The Christian.ity of 
that day and land was at least equa1:cy- intoleramtt the Moslel'!lll 
someati.-rn.es proved themsel·vea friends t(J) letters (thi very year 
the MOslem Univ. of Cairo celebrates its thousandth anniveraar,r) 
and its conquests were, a.s we have said, due largely to suPer-
iority of spiritual and moral tee hing. In so~ pla.cea where 
Islam was defeated poltically it conquered theolo~ic&lly. 
Wherever it haa gone Islam has aboli~ed drunkenness, gambling 
and p~stitution, the three curses of Christendom, to a degree 
equalled by no other faith, not excepting 20th Century Hetho-
dimn. In ~signation, in benevolence, veracity and in the 
brotherliness of believers Moslems set a pattern to aw Christ-
~an communi~. Covetousness, evil speaking, slander, envy, 
obstina~, hypocris.y and gluttony are condemned, and the 
"love of the world" as the root of all sin. one must careful~ 
guard the seven doors of the heart, or they wUl become the 
gates of hell.• The eyes, ears, tongue, hands, feet, stomach 
amd sexual organs. The twelve capital crimea, according to 
the Koslem cateChism, are: polytheisn, homicide, injur.y of 
another, adulter.y, desertion on the field of battle, magic, 
robbery of orphans, disobedience to parents, sacrilege at 
Mecca, usury or illegal gain, theft and use of wine, all 
of which which can ·be forgiven of God excepting the first. 
Nevertheless the beautiful pictures of Mohammed and his 
faith b,y ce~tain devOt$ea of Islam on popular platforms 
are too highly colored. The earlier lives of the Prophet 
are against these; for they put into the portrait many black 
lines--not recognizing that they are black--which later 
lives omit. (See Proceedings of Victoria Institu.te 35:75). 
The koran is also against these utopian pictures in ita con-
tradictor,y edicts conce~ning the Prophets wives and tn its 
loose ideas of marriage (Suras 2, 8," 17); in ita permission 
of falsehood (Suraa 3,8,12,13 133,49,59,o6)i in its sanction 
of deception and faithlessmeea (Suraa 2,5,89 1 47); in its accept-
ance of the popu1ar goddesses Lat, Uzza, Manat; in its teaChing 
concerning Fate (Suras 3,4,5,15 1 35,36,48); in ita general low 
estimate of the sinfulness of · sin and in the sp i:ri t of f1esr..l.i-
ness which even permeates the. descriptions of the Future. 
wrong, the conception of God as a ruler domin~t and arbitraXY 
as the Sultan {whose l•a need not be sanctioned by human 
reason) and or the X.o:ran as an in:f'allible book embodying 
1these divine enactments and of the DiTine Ruler as a hidden 
God who has "from all eternit.r fo~ordained by an immutable 
decree all thing• whatever come to pass whether good or 
evil"--thase fundamental teachings h~ve hurt Islam at its roote 
cutting the nerve of progress and making pr~er and effort withe 
out a strong rational basis. Conquest b,y the sword was not 
only permitted but commanded, the men to be slain, and the 
wome and children to be made slaves. Music was condemned as 
sereverly as gaml.ing, and the most puerUe ceremonial was made 
necessa!Y in order to the gaining of moral and spiritual. stand-
ing before God. The washi~~gs wel"e as scrupulous as those of 
the Pahriseea, and "if aqr of these (parts) are left unwaShed 
even to the breadth of the hair the wazu (condition of prayer) 
will not be complete { "lloslem Guide" 1 Raj Riazu Ahmed 16). 
The world Parliament lectur s or Alexander Russell 
Mohammed Webb were fancy pictures bY.· a man whose strong 
imagination was not red: rained by a Qhristian education or a 
lloslem conscience. He seems to have taken his facta and doctrin 
es from but one store bouse--the Jlohammedan Tract Depart. of 
Lahore, and to have idealized them in the process of transmis-
sion. It is to the credit of both fJh.riatianity and IsJ.amism 
that he was not a go~ lloslem and had never been a Christianl 
He was born in the "Great West" {st. Joseph, llo.) and sent 
to a Presbyterian Sunday School, but lett it ne ,TGr to return 
when he was but twen~ years of age. and in a p ublic 
address in Judia stated in answer to a categorical questioa that 
• he had "never believed in the e.hristian religion". (See his 
"Islam in America (N'. Y. 1893) and "Lectures on Islam" (Lahore 
93). 
In spite of an Augustinian theology many Moslems practi-
cally believe in free will as well as God's sovreignty 
and affirm both. In spite of the logical inconsistency of it 
the followers of this creed have also displaifed strenuous 
activity while Preside~t WaShburn of Roberts College, Constant-
inople admits "many Moslems are irreproachable in morals 
according to a Christian standard"; and though humility and 
meekness and tolerance (except to p%0selytes) are not taught 
in the Koran, these are counted virtues by mahy individual 
Mogammedans and although "II\Y st ic ism" is wholly foreign to 
the original religion, in few places has it flouriShed more 
luxuriantly than on Maslen soil. In a letter from a prominent 
native missionary he mentions the fact that "Father" is not 
one of the 99 names for God in the Koran and he believes 
the followers of Mohannned have only a "servile love". Bishop 
Tb.oburn writes "Musselmen are impressed with a sense of God's 
omnipotence but have little conception of either spirituality 
or purity. They are not in advance of the era of Abraham to 
whom God was revealed as the Almighty.!o Moha~edan, Hindu and 
Buddhist alike the Christian i deal of holiness is unknown "He 
also doubts whether they ever pray in the sense of talking with 
God--unless they have been associated with Christians. This 
is a very common view among Missionariesas the M. s. letters 
prove. It is constant~r repeated in books: "Mohammedans 
never approach the Divine Being as a Father or endow hi ·:nwith 
the attribute of love. They worth ip God from motives of fear or 
• duty or self interest" (Proceed L'lgs "Vic t Inst , April. 27, 1908). 
This testimony must be given weight. Yet there is a large 
body of contradictor.r testimony, and it can hardly be said 
that the men reported to below were not good Moslems 
although this development, spiritually, mey have : een in a 
degree abnormal and without natural encouragement from the 
authoritative creed. Mohammed himself said "I ask pardon 
of God 100 times ad~." and died whispering this prayer: 
"0 God grant tby servant pardon of his sina and 
join him to the compa·nions..1'1ip on high ••• Yes, •• 
I come" (quo ted "Faith in I slam") Q.uilliam, 
The life stories of some of the famous (and less famous) 
Moslem saints are as thrilling and noble as any recorded of 
our own Medieval pietists. e.g, Al Ghazzali (James "Varieties" 
P• 403; ~~d Ibn Hanbal (see Life by Prof, Patton, etc,), 
Jelal dying says "0 our Lord God I breat.'ILe but for thee, 
I stretch forth :rcy spirit to'ftrard.s Thee" (Contern. Rev, 
44: 203 225) Another says: 
"FlY joyfully out of this cage 
Rash one: thy heart's abode 1 s menial 
Blessed is he who is from its connection free". 
Oriental Trans. Fund Pol, 2. 
Fredhayl A by Ali Talikam, a highwayman, and with his eyes full 
of lust, hears a verse from the Koran "Is it not high time for 
those who believe to open ~~eir hearts to compunction?" and goes 
out from a night of prayer to a life of mendicancY and piety, 
Pr~~ce ~~ed converted by his influence gives up his palace and 
wealth and home for the faith, his favorite virtue being 
"love to God and conformation to his holy will". Maey of 
the "Confessions" of these holy men remind one of the "Imitation 
of Christ". 
"A fugitive slave I approach tey gate. Shame hath 
covered nw face. But Thyself hast commanded tby 
servant not to g ive himself up to despair (see 
Koran XXXIX. v. 53). Thou shalt purify me from 
n:rr sins before Thou turnest me again to the dust." 
(W. s. Lil~ "Ancient Religion and 
Modern Thought" p. 169-l. 75) 
Nothing can sound more spiritual than the EYmns of these Babs 
and Sufis as they sing of "the death of the dark despot Self, 
through Love" and find God on~v in their hearts. (See also HYmn 
quoted by Pres. Wash bum at Parliament of Religions (1: 575) 
and especially Przy er Book of Muslims" by Hamid Snow (Moham. 
Tract and Book Dapart., Lahore, 1893) and the HYmn Book ( 
di tto). The former represents a pu~e and, as it seems a first 
hand consciousness of God". 
"0 Source of kindness and of love, 
Who givest aid all hopes above, 
Mid grief and guilt although Z grope 
From Thee I'll ne'er cut off~ hope 
My Lord, 0 M'y Lord: 
But the latter is purely artificial, being a parrot cOpJ of 
the English Prayer Book and of modern bymns with slight though 
sometimes ridiru lous changes. As a sanple of the bymns the 
following 1m.1st suffice: 
again 
"Believe that Ahmed is t..."I-J.e Way 
That leads you into rest 
Trust the Koran without del~ 
And you are fully blest". 
"Almost persuaded now to believe 
Almost persuaded Ahmed to recei ve 
Seems now some voice to BaiY 
Go Christian, go thy W8iY 
On some more convenient dczy 
On Allahyou can call". etc. etc. 
TDe old nature worship is better t...~an that! It does not even 
testifY to a deep hunger or sense of need. But it does throw 
a significa,nt light on the effect which the presence of the 
Christian's joy and standard of spiritual happiness has u :~~on 
• 
opposing fa:i'ths. 
Intellectual:J...v Islamd is sadly deficiennt. Instead of the 
Faith being an int ellectual stimulus it is the opposite. Its 
active energies are much greater andin practical efficiency it 
can be compared to the o. T. teaching excepting that it has not 
beneath its activity the profound stimulus of thought nor 
the wide outlook upon the world and its forces. lt has the 
o. T. monotheism but lacks its simplicity, consistenqr ru1d vis-
ion. Therefore the energies while strong are narrow. Mohammed 
in the beginning ho .Jed to gain .Jews and perhaps Christians, and 
so was tolerant in his words and had his people pray with 
their faces towards .Jerusalem, but later the eyes of the 
faithfllill. were centered on Mecca and the Religion was made 
distinctly and nar~owly Arabian. Emotionall.y it does not pla.y 
upon as many strings as David's harp; yet has produced 
some noble souls. In a M. s. letter fran a titled lady of 
England whose mother was a Moslem, though she herself is a 
Christian, are rna~ tender words ~ expressing her certaintr 
that though not a Christian her mo ther had the spirit of true 
faith and holiness. She say s: "It has never been :rey privUege ( 
and I hav e known marw saints) to n¥:~et any one of aru religion 
who lived in thought, word and deed in the v e:ry presence of 
God as much as she did. " 
heart but with real joy." 
She died not on:V with in her 
3. RELIGIONS OF IlifDIA. 
BF.ST SOURCres OF I~ITORMATION USED 
Sacred Books of the East. 
Hopkins" "Religions of India" ( ) 
Bloomfield "The Religion of the Veda" .(1908) 
Williams "Hinduism" etc. 
Deussen's "Upanishads" (1908) not yet completed. 
Proceedins s of America ·-, Oriental Society (passim) 
(Articles by Bloomfield, Jackson, Hopkins etc.) 
M. s. letters from numbers of natives. 
Written and oral communications from missionaries. 
Warren's "Buddhism" (Harvard Oriental Series Vol. 3) 
Keshub Chander Sen (Lectures on India" (18?9) 
• • • • "Diary" (Bombay l 188? 1888) 
• • • • "Prayers" (1901J 
B. Mozoomdar "The World of Keshub Chunder Sen" (1900) 
2. "The Religion of Love" (Jessorie 1898) 
H. Dharmapala "H!thics of Buddha" (Colombo, 189?) To be taken 
with caution) 
Swami Vivekananda"Yoga Phil.osophy" (London 1896) 
• • • • "Vedanta Philosopby " " 
"Raj a Philosophy" (1901) Calcutta) 
Maurice Phillips "The Bhagavad Gita" (Madras, 1893) 
Charles Francis Aiken "The Dhamma of Gotama" (1900) 
G. u. Pope "The Tiruvacagau" (1900) 
Lola :Baijnath "Modern Hindu Religion" 
•• •• "Hinduism Ancient and Modern" (1899) 
Kunjaviharai Bose "Beauties of Hinduism" (Calcutta, 1900) 
V. M. Komar~ "Hindu Idolatry F..Xpounded and Defended" (1897) 
":Buddhist and Christian Gospels" ed. by Auesaki (1905) 
A native ex-Chief JuS:; ice of India has recently dared to say 
"In no country of ffiruope with all its progress is there so 
deep a spirit of religion or so much chari~y as in India. "He 
has seen 2000 mendicants fed a ~ one fai r (1) and ·believes 
the Hindu ideal not differ much from the Christian excepting 
that the fo rmer "carries the asperant a step further in 
destroying all sense of ego ism in making the individual soul 
absorbed finally in the Supreme Soul" • 
(Ninth Internat. Congress of Oriental-
ists. 
Not natives alone but reuropeans are now rejoicing in the beau-
t .ies of Hinduism. Says a distinguished author in discussing 
the "Vital Value of the Hindu God Idea". (Hibbert Journal, 
Oct. 1906)". "!t is doubtfu~ " in any other country than 
India so large a proportion of the reverently high minded have 
agreed and acted accordingly that the greatest and the eventua]jl 
happiest use to which they could apply themsel.ves was the 
a ssiduous seeking a n d the inrepid finding of God, all else 
in life being accounted as subordinate in importance" •••• "sillf-
abnegct ion, piri ty of heart, and spiritual detachment are mere 
l.ip service in Christendom while for the actual r ealization 
one mu~ look to the Hindus". 
Wvideritly we must be careful in our classification 
and analysis of r eligious phenomena, as we exmaine the 
relig ious experience of these devotees and the sacred books 
Which enletter their faith. 
The Vedas consist of the Ananthaas or Hymns to the 
Gods, the . Branmanas or ritual t r eatises, and the Upa niShads or 
philosophical discussions. out of the latter grew the six 
systems of philosophy which l.ie at the basis of modern 
Hinduism and of which the Vedanta is the noble culmination. 
The most ancient Vedas are surprisingly free from many things 
which are usally thought of as fundamental. expressions of 
the religious life of the Hindus. In them is to be found no 
idolatry, little caste, no transmigration of souls, no forced 
celiba~ or destruction of widows, no marriage of children, 
no mat ked sex infe riority. 
ied and taught the Vedas. 
Indeed in the ol.d days \"'Omen stud-
It is the Upanishads that these 
modern works of Hinduismappear for the first time. I n some 
of the oldest Vedic hymns the teaching concerning God is so 
pure as to be almost monotheistic. Although the "One Only 
Being" is doubtless spoken of in panthei stic phrase, yet, as 
in Emer~n, the Universal. All h as personal attributes; and 
.. 
is properly spOken of' as "He" • not "It". Some of these bymns are 
most sublime and awe-inspiril~. The earliest Onthology is elemental. 
and titanic, and remains through all the later theology as a 
stimulus to the intellect as great, if not greater, than the 
Israeli tish concept of Jehovah or the Christ. ian concept of the 
Trinity. The emotional development of this earliest Indian religion 
c ould not have l:e(~n satisfactory however for this pure but 
abs t ract conception soon gives way ti a patheistic polytheism. 
In t he Vedas, as we now have them, the prayers and praises are in 
Vital connection with the sacrifices and ritual. The Vedic 
"Prayer Book" was not simply the Manthras but the Brahmanas and 
Upanishads--tl1.e latter being needed to make the fo:cmer religi ously 
effective. While all the hymns show a worthy reverence for 
the Gods as just and good, yet rnaey of them a're turgid and arti-
ficial, lacking religious insight and the ~JDw of love; being 
rather the natural expression of a "polytheism grown cold" 
(Bloomfield). The Vedas at the best are speculatiTe and dreamy. 
It is only in the UpaniShads and Laws of Manu (whiCh in t heir 
present form are to be dated a centu:tY later than Isaiah) that . 
we come to the expression Of a philosophy of religion. A personal 
ardor a nd t rustful joy in the perfections Of the gods is scarcely 
found b efore t he Bhagavatgita--w'h.ich is now usually dated by 
scholars early in the Christian era. 
The Upanishads represent doubtless a reaction against 
ritual. They are rather gloo~ but often utter rare and h eautiful 
sentiments which remind one of Tauler and Thomas a Kempis. The 
; 
Gnostic and the mystic unite here. By knowl~dg e t h e worfhipper 
I 
discovers t he Supreme InteliLigence; by devotion he feels the 
presence of t he Only Real a~d gains peace. He also gaL~s a rever-
ence for all life: 
"Whoe 'er beholds 
"All living creatures as in h:hn and him 
The universal spirit as in all, 
Henceforth regaros no creature wi th contempt." 
Inanimate things also a:re lifted to dignity by this conception. 
So the native scholar named above (sources of information) in his 
defense of idol worship say s: "An idol is but a symbo~ representing 
God, and besides nothing is apart from God therefor an ido~ is as 
much his body as the universe". Even a corpse ca be identified 
with the deity. 
"He verily is of thee, of thee thou art; thus he is thy 
womb, 
Hiswomb thou art •••• from him thou wast born, let him be 
Born of thee. (J.A.o.s. 19:105 et passim) 
Notwithstanding the fact that this root philosophical tenet of 
the SIJstemwas logically destructive of responsibility and per-
sonality yet it is sug gestive that several of the most beautifu~ 
codes of ethics grew out of th f s soil and we :re held sacred 
by those who accepted this metaphysical system. The Laws of 
Manu precepts "worthy of Christianity itself". Here are taught, 
besides the cuft omary mora~ity, the higher law of respect to the 
aged, kindness to servants and slaves, forgiveness of injuries, and 
the absolute necessity of a pure heart since out of it. are the 
issues of life. 
"In proportion as his heart loath es his evil deeds, 
ev~n so far is his body freed from his guilt" ••• Let hi.vn 
always be sorry in his heart when h e thinks of his 
sins. 
S.B. E. XIV: 294, 333) • 
So the sen se of God's presence and approval was not destroyed by 
the philosophic teaching. Especially is this seen in the later 
bymns of the Bhagavagi ta: 
"Through love he recognizes me in truth, :rey greatness 
and nw essence. He that loves me isnot lost" 
(Bloomfield book cited p. 281). 
"Thou thinkest 0 good friend · 
I am alone, but there resides within thee 
A being who r espects thy every act, 
Knows all thy g oodness and thy wickedness" 
Manu, Vlll: 85, 191). 
The doctrine of Transmigration be carne in popular thought the most 
effective _ argument for a good life and penitential prayer became 
a hcb it. So easily do the human in i:u i tions break the shackles of a 
fatalistic or pantheistic ·S'Jstem. The most imp irtant modern exposi-
t ion of the Vedanta Philosophy--if viewed from the standpcint of 
personal re ligion-•is that. of Vivekananda. The editor of the Indian 
Nation of Calcutta, himself a Hindu, sa;ys: "It is anusing to 
observe how the writer appropriates the doctrines and notions of 
Christianity and flings them in triumph at the Christians" (March 
26: 1894). 
Vivekananda certainly makes t..l-l e sy ::.-tern very beautiful but 
even he occasionally, by accident, leaves unchanged a few of the 
fundamental ideas and thu s shows the danger to practical life 
of this teaching. 
"It is atheistic to work, r eal the :li sts never work ." This 
life drama is "all a hideous dream" (1: 128) For the 
wife to love her husband or her children is to be a 
sla.ve (2:6 2:20) "Religi ·on is not for the mwrv, that is 
impo ssible" (Vedanta Phil. 2: 37) 
Vivekananda declared he had nev~r knovm but twen~ religi ous people 
(ibid p.21) Lala Eaijnath, the ex-chief justice, had known but one 
"To touch his feet is to be saved the people say. (Modern Hindu ism, 
1:167. The latt er authority {in exact opposition to Vivekananda 
who sometimes teaches "actiYity" as essential to perfection (Yoga 
Phil.) quo te s the ancient text "When we become like a piece of wood 
then is one by the wise said to be in perfect Yo g a". So the native 
expositor s of Hinduism who have ndlt been influenced by Christianity 
even yet categorically teach , that the pe :rfect man "is h e who is 
freed from th e: perception of s ound, . touch, form, taste and smell". 
From a weste rn standpoint this is not regeneration but stupefaction. 
It is tranquillity, but it is the tranquility of the grave. ~hen 
one abandons affection expect at ion a nd consciousness "then a nd 
then onJy may he expect to be freed fw m sin". That is he ceases 
to do wickedness by mak-ing himself' incapable of doing aru thing. 
Yet even this root teaching of the system has not kept 
entirely absent some tender expressions of contrition f or sin a nd 
some few v tterances of conscious peace with God, Ye t the lat t e r 
are fevv and doubtful so far as the older texts are conce rned, There 
is no satisfied longL~g and no passion of love and n~ certainty 
of c onquest over ear-th's ills in those. The similarizy between 
certain Psalms and some of the old HYmns has often been pointed out; 
but the dissimilarity is mo r e marked than these closest similari-
ties. To mention but one cmong many contraats t h e cry of sin 
is not connected w·i th a h ope that nevrtheless "He will pardon rmr 
transg:ressuon because it is great". On the other hand the confession 
of sin is almost universa11y connected vri t h an attempted excuse 
"1\-ra s not nzy- own doing 0 Varunna; i t was a slip". 
Bu t in modern India in t.he different sects which h ave grown up sire e 
the old faith was touch by Christianity the:Be are positive and 
beautiful utterances of comnn.mion vfith God w·hich rival the ec stasies 
of the saints of the Middle Ages m1d far eclipse the remarkab le 
Krish na prayers of the Bhagavadgita. 
(Fo :r the latterl see i•'auri ce Phillips' ed. 
p. 25 e t c,J 
Kabir Da s and Mira Rai (15 th Cent ). Nanak and Sur Das (16th Cent ) 
and Sri Chaitanya (17th Cent. have Yv-ord.s of l ove for Krishna and a 
certainty that tho se who call u pon hi need not wait five million 
years or five hundr~d thousand years before they get this comrrunion 
wi th god a nd spiritual perfection (these are the figures of Vive-
kenanda) but can q,t once and here find God. 
(See many cases given by Rai Bahadur Lala Baij Nath 
(book cited) . Some of these may have been natural reactions from 
the old teaching · and not due to intercourse with the Christians and 
to their new though t of God. (See especially for most remarkable 
utterances "Tales 'and Poems of So-India" by E • .r. Rooinson from 
D Tamil 1885 P• 21 ~tc. But there at%ll can l: e no doubt as to some of 
these "Prayers" and nHyli11'1:e". There is a pathos which is tear pro-
voking in the attempt to sing by these who still hold to the old 
pessimistic teaching yet have felt the appeal of the new Christ 
joy. See e.g. "Sayings of t h e Sages" by Naravana Hemchandra, 
1895). 
"ley Holy Father me protect 
Sins · ~rom nw fragile heart detect 
As crimes and sins of mine are great 
I pr~ to Thee forgive my fate." 
Some of the sects, as the Brahmo Somaj are almost wholly Christian 
in phrase and seemingly in emotional experience. Keshub Chunder 
Sen 'llho w-as called by the Christian Union at his death "the most 
:prominent Oriental in the world" and who vvas counted by the 
Independent "among prophets like Moses and Mohammed" in his 
( 
Diaries (2 vols) and "Prayers" c011stantly declares himself con-
scious of the Divine Communion. I cannot r ead the se without believ~ 
ing he knevr the meaning of regeneration. Indeed his definitions of 
regeneration, faith, prayer, etc. are the best I have ever seen. 
Again and again he s~s words like these: 
"I have found seetness with joy unutterable in .rqy 
Master .Jesus". He did not believe in Christ's deity yet sai d 
• "It is t hY ·blessed son of God who has made me what I am. His 
sacrif icial blood •• h as gone into nu· life blood" . His presence 
is "an indwelling power a living spirit, a fact of consci ousne sa". 
Of t h e gospel of Love he nays: "It is no t to me a second hand 
revela~ion, but nu own eart has heard it and there fore believed, 
MY con s ciousness bears -..rdtness to the divinity of t h e Gospel of · 
Salvation". "0 the j c;,ys of ~h ecwenly comnrunion with God I have no 
life apart from nu Father 's wish ". 
In order not to overestimate Oriental emotionalism! we 
should pu t in close connection v1 i th this the t estimony of B, Mazoom-
dar who vtbe n Keshub died said "How can I the vilest of sinne rs 
dare t ouch the dust of his holy feet ••• l~y lip s quiver. I cannot 
pronounce his holy name ••• that r:Jve :r loving and saving name Ke shub" 
and then ••• "To see Ke shub is verily to see God". One must also 
compare conversions and experie:nces of Buddhists (se e later) 
joyous e.A"J)e r iences of Buddhists when converted to a h e r etic sect 
(Viet, In st. 30 : 92). etc. and see also H. KOzaki who r ea d Bovme 's 
:Me taphysics and says: "This cleared away nw doub ts and gave me 
peace. I t old it t o others and multiplied nu joy ,. The Arya 
Somaj has n ow taken the popular place in India whidh the Brahmo 
Somaj once held ••• The B. s. is practically dead. This is partially 
due to the failure of some of its conspicuous leaders to live up 
to their new ideals. ~ven Chunder Sen married his little daughter to 
an old man and Mazoomdar lo..as deserted the new electicism and 
b ecome a hermit recluse, But there we r e deeper reasons. Flclecticism 
never achieves original power. This is also the fa tal weakness 
of t he Ar,ya Somaj (founded 18?5 by Mul Shankar who called him self 
Sarasvat i. Hissystem has good points. !t .is the istic, even 
Trinitarian in its philosophical t eaming being directly antagonistic 
to the Vedantic system by its acceptance of God, soul a nd matter as 
three independent and eternal vcr ieties. It makes a great appeal 
to Young India because it accepts the Vedas (a critical or rather 
exp;_rgated edition) as a divine r evelation which has formed t h e 
basic s ource not only of all the various :r.e :J igions but of all the 
modern scientif i c discoveries. The interpretct ion closel.y resembles 
Origen' s treatment of the Old Test. F.volu tion and the electric 
telegraph as well as Christianity is found taught in the oldest 
Vedas. Its ethics are in general those of Christianit1, as an Ori-
ental would understand these; 'Put with an unfortunate accretion 
in the doctrine of Niyoga or tempora:cy maTriage. It is an optim-
istic soc i ejy and accepts the doctrines of hope encouraged by 
Universlaism but though it has grown remarkably and though it has 
some saintly representa tiv,es there is no great original doctrine or 
faith behind it. Its founder was truly religious with a "benignant 
face" and "fine mind" (T. J. scott) who in his conversion from 
idol-worship deceloped a worthy fir~::>t hand religious experience 
which h e ever af t er·nards maintained. :But t h e attempt to bring 
the Vedas into line wi t.h modern sciEI'l·ce by means of this worn out 
theozy of inspira t ion wi 11 fail. 
BUDDHISM. 
(See for "Life" etc. Trans, Vic t. Inst. 
35.392) 
Buddhism is a de eper movement than perhaps any we have 
discussedZ In its origination it was a bursting of bonds. Brah- · 
manisn is essentially a Metaphysic; Buddhism is essentially a 
Psychology. The one depends for its strength upon a phil. system; 
the other at its best, u ron p ersonal experience. Buddhism is the 
Brahmanism of the spirit. It resemblartce to Christianity is 
startling, especial::W in Thibet. Here the Buddhist priests use 
roasaries ancl crosiers, wear stole and mtres, errploy holy water and 
confession. Woven the sacred pictures show resembalnc es. Buddha 
is seen with a halo round his h ead and a female incarnation of 
:Budd.l.ta is represented with a base in her lap. :Many of the doctrines 
show an equally strong likenes s to those of Ca tholicism. It is a 
long standing dispute whether Buddhism influenced early Christianity 
(So the ArJa Somaj) general ly and several pood modern scholars as 
Seydel and Paul Carus) or whether the conve rse was true (d'Alviella, 
Schultz etc.) or whether both Christianity and Buddhism facing the 
same problems solve these in the same spirit and with similax forms 
of independent expression (Aiken) • In any case these two Te ligions 
stand together as no others, not only in the above respects but 
in the power they have :h own in reaching widely separated race s. 
Christianity has conquered from tbe Jordan to the Pacific; Buddhism 
from the Ganges to the Pacific (Anesaki, Masanar). 'When Paul 
was before Nero Buddhism was enteri~ China and v2s known as far 
. w. as Persia. While it as become aJmost extinct in India it is ver.y 
powerful in Ceylon and Japcn .; and deserves consideration under the 
religions of India becavse of its origina 1 influen2ce there which 
has been perpetuated to the present day. It seems to be a fact 
that in India today the Buddhists have even a slighter realization 
of t he evil o ~ · sin and the possibility of communion with God in 
prayer than the Brahman (So Bishop Thoburn etc.); but at the begin-
ning Buddhism was a shackle breaker and their is a note of joy in 
its sacred books not found in the Vedas. This is the joy of per-
sonal q~ quest and spiritual achievement. It was a reaction 
against Brahmanism. It intr oduced to India the Goepel of uni-
versal hope. Jr.ven the lowe ~t caste man could become a Brahman of 
the spri t. The strongest critic ism of Brahmanism is Buddhism. It 
showsthat the human soul cannot live on intellectual bread alone. 
Buddhism acce rt ed the Brahmanic Ontol ogy bu t swept 
away its Theol ogy and vitally modifie d its Soteriology. The 
Branmanic Pantheon was rea lly an unimportant accretion to the 
Brahmanic system. Of no value whatever to attaining redemption, and 
Buddha preferred atheism and he wa s r ight. This was a reaction of 
the heart. The Buddhistic scheme was not consistent; but con-
sistenqy is not a jewel according to the Emersons of the Orient. 
With Buddha the idols disappear and he himself takes their place. 
This was not his plan. It is one of the revengesof OlYmpus that 
Buddha t he atheist has himself become ·a god. So the system of 
Redemption offered by Brahmanisn was vitalzy modified. With propehtic 
• insight Buddha swept. the rites and ce remonies and esoteric metap'hysie 
and milleniumlong struggle for Nirvana which had made Mrahmanism 
a burden too heavy t o be borne, afld tau~ht a universal chance f or 
i mmediate salvation by ar,w man anywhere. It also presented to v i ew 
its .best ideas incarnate in a holy man, one having like passions 
as themselves not wi thout sin but victor over sin. The life of 
Saddhartha the prince and his transformation int o Gautama the teacher 
Sakhya Muni the ascetic a nd Buddha the enlightener and redeemer is 
a thrilling stor,y of redenption t hrough pit,y. How much is h is to r,y 
andhow much tradition doe s no~ much matter; this represents the 
ideal in aqr case. He tries the doctrine of Salvation by Gnosis and 
Ascetism aml f inds its wanting. To win salva tion from the flesh 
(existence) selfi shly and for himself alone would be damnation. 
· "As a mother her own son, 
Her only son, at risk of life would guard, 
Even so toward all beings 
Let one p ractice infinite ~pathy 
In all the world." 
The forgetting of oneself or the renoufc in':g of oneself for others 
represents the highest virtue • 
"There carne a beggar, asked for food, 
Myself I gave that he might eat." 
This sounds a little better than it is. According to the philosophic 
groundwork of the system there was an incongruity in telling a 
man to love his neighbor as himself. Th.ere was reall;y no neighbor. 
The two v1ere one. He is I. There is but one unity. When I help 
another ( seemingly) I help nw self. 
Notwithstanding Buddha' B attemr:t at freedom he never 
succeeded er en in doubting the thought system on which :Brahmanism 
was built. The world of the senses is illusion. Nature is illusion. 
Life is illusion; Pe rs onality is illusion, The only real is the 
changeless. The one most important question in religion is: What was 
there in the beginning before there was aught or naught.? 'What is 
the essence of the phenomenal world including lllVBelf, and how was 
the charging universe evolved out of the Changeless, silent, 
motionless 6ne? and how can it be absorbed again? To understand 
this is to obtain peace--in ceasi ng to be. This is the highest 
good. To strive for this is the highest piety. According to western 
logic such a fundament would exclude personal. vurtue; but as a 
matter of fact no non-Christicn sJrstem ever encouraged this to a 
great degree. The ldeaing effort of :Buddhism wasthe development of 
the will (including ded.ire and resolve) to enable the devotee to 
contemn mere quantity of life and appreciate quality of livin:rg 
and this did historically develop not only a courage and strength 
to ••rards the attainment of a moral goal but resulted in a "joyful 
:faith and hope transcending that of any other ethical mr stem 
anci ent or modern" (Rhys Davies does not even except Christianity--
Journal ROyal Asiatic Soc. 1898). The consummation of this SY,etm (if 
our western understanding of it be correct which is doubtful.) 
is extinction but the preparation for this goal is a path of moral 
beautm. 
· (Note. The Oriental has a mind differing from the west.ae 
fundamentally as man's mind differs typicalzy from woman's, The 
mental machinery differs. Theirs is as fine as ours, perha:::;s finer, 
but our standards of reason and methods they ignore, He is not to 
be blamed for logical inconsistency; h e is above that. He depends 
more than we on su.b-cons cious intuition. Nirvana which t o us 
means unconsciousness to him means super-consci<lusness, 
The seven steps towards perfection were: 1. M~tal Collectedness. 
2. Search for Truth. 3. Volitional effort towards this (and 
discipline). 4. Joy. 5. Peace. 6. Sustained collectedness. 7. Jr.quan-
imi~. (See Classified CoL. XLV1:14),Any man b,y moral discipline 
and self purification m~ attain BUddhaho od. Not only the learned 
or the ascetic or the well born but theman of lowest caste and 
deepest ignorance who attains the omn~potent pity for all life 
which :Buddha felt :rm.y become a Buddha. That the fragmentary 
individual Self fhall be swallowed up in the world Self is the 
ideal. Thisredemption from th.:: imperfection and movement of 
life is not obtained through toils and sufferings (though discipline 
may assist) nor by knowledge (though a true knowledge of vfuat con-
stitu t es r eali-ty i s essent al--it :hews our own nothing~ess, but. 
by faith--not faith in God but in the Nature of Things. 
"Vine is the fool? He who thinks himself wise. 
~1hat is the best pilgrimage? Purity of heart. 
Voho is r ich? He who does good to others. 
Who is born? He who awaits no rebirth. 
Who is blind·? He wno haspleasure in what is forbidden. 
(Wreath of Jewels) 
"Anando •••• is free from sexuality, has abstained from taking 
life, from theif't, from evil conduct in lusts, from lying, 
and from all kinds of wine and strong drink, whiCh are a 
cause of irreligion" "Killing, cutting, bindi ng, stealing, 
speaking lies, fraud and deception, worthless reading, 
intercourse with ano~her's wife--this is defilement , but not 
th ·-=: eating of flesh" ••••• "Doing as one would be done by, 
kill not nor cause to kill" •• "r.et one conquer wrath by ab-
sence of wrath, wrong by goodness, the mean man by a gift, 
a liar by the truth" "Vfuat use the goat skin garment? 
Within thee ~is ravening; the outside thou makest 
clean "• ''Works, wisdom and ,..eligion ethics, the highest 
life hereby a:re mortals pure, a ::d not by clan or wealth". 
(''Buddhist and Christian Gospels 
Ed., by Anesaki) 
"rf a man conquer in battle a thousand men ~nd if another 
conquer himself the latter is the greater conquerer", 
(D.ham. 103. See also Dham. 119,120,252,260,26), 
Buddha himself said: "I too plough and sow and from my :Plowirg . and 
sowing I reap immortal fruit. MY field is religion, ~ )lough is 
wisdom JitY seed purity". "w.ven as a blue lo tus a water rose or a 
white lotus is born in the water, grows up in the water and stands 
lifted up above it, by the wate r undefiled, even so am I born in 
the world ~born in and gro'V'm up in the world, and I abide 
overcoming the world by the world undefiled" (Numerical Col. lV: 36) . 
While many of the connections made by certain writers 
between the Buddhist and the Christim Gospel are rather fanciful 
there can be no doubt that in such expressions--which couihd be 
largely increased--m~ of the fundamental conceptions of Christ-
ianity are expressed. But these are th~ grains of wheat hidden 
in the chaff. In the ten comman~nents of Buddhism the command to 
ab~\\\ \\om "unseas onable meals" (5th. Com,) from "Dance, song, 
~ \ . 
music and shows" (?th. Com) "Garlands and perfumes" {8th Com) 
"High or broad beds" (9th Com.) r arik: with those ag;ai nst ljilling or 
theft unchastity. Prayer with the Christian is personal communion 
with a personal God. \V i th the Buddhist it can never have any 
rational defense and the pr~er wheel of the modern Buddhists is 
the superstitious growth from this original irrationality. Its 
false philosophy of nature a nd life has rendered a solid religious 
or ethical development impossible so that historically no faith 
has been the source of grosser superstition. Thou@~ Budcllia did demand 
activity his fundamental theories were opposed to this and in fact 
torpor, apathy, hypnotic repose, indifference to the world's need 
• have be en its actual fruitage. While the earlier exponents of this 
faith (which was s much better than Brabmanism)were filled with joy 
and its early note is "Let us live happiJy'' {Dhammapada 198,200,204,S . 
)6.X.53,55 and see Aiken 101) yet no modern "believers" in a:ru 
system are more pessimistic, and its Philosophy is the center of 
the systems of Schopenhaur and Hartmann. (This Philosophy has 
also strongly affected Hegel and Fichte. It is a suggestive fact 
that next to Optimism, Pessimism has been most attractive to the 
great thinkers). 
Of all the modern Nations the Hindu is the most unpro-
g r essive (see Ihering Evolution of the Aryan" 1897) and t h is is due 
not simply to the climate but to his fatalistic view of life ••• The 
Catholics honor :Suddba as a Christian saint, under the· name ..Tosephat 
but his view of God, Nature and Man as well as Salvation differs 
Yital~ from the Christian view. Yet that Buddhism at the beginning 
was a strong encouragement to personal religious experience cannot 
be doubted and its influence for good in this direction i s seen 
in late r more recent religious revivals. If it had not been for thi 
movement the beautiful poems quoted from the Tamil by our ID. J. 
Robinson (Tales of So. India) and now so popular in India could not 
have been written. 
"O Almighty, it is Thee I ever desirel 
0 Instructor, it is Thee I ever desire! 
0 ffiterna1, it is Thee I ever desire!" 
While ma}J,y of these hymns are the expression of a hearsay religion 
yet Manikka vacagar was truly "converted" not to Christianity but to 
God when as he revel ted from Brahnanism he studied with the sacred 
Guru and learned to say with ecstasy of thanksgiving "I am Thine, 
save me". His poems live in Tamil literature and are cherished 
~ rna~ who though t)ey do not know the historical Christ yet feel 
the need of a teaChing which expresses itself in this Christian 
way: 
"Helper of the helpless, I flee to thee for succor" • 
• • •• ("0 bliss that ceases not; 0 bliss beyond coinpare 11 • 
• • "false me thou madest Thine own, as though some worth 
I had". . 
"What is Thy way of glorious grace, that puts away ley sin?" 
••• "Twqs thus the Father gave me grace: 0 rapture l 
Who so blest as I?" 
"I know Thee--I lowest ';1an that lives, 
I know and see nwself a very cur·; 
Yet Lo :rd, I' 11 say I am Thy loving one!" 
••• "Thou made st me t hine J Yet now from h ead to foot 
I melt not; from ~ eyes 
The r u shing waters pour not down; 
My heart is stone both eyes are wood to sinful me!" 
••• "Thou entering stande st by me fast found in sin; 
As 6ne who says I'm s :ins destroyer, Come" 
"I ask not bliss of ~dra, Mal or Ayan, though ley house 
and home 
Be ruined, friendship from I now save with Thine ovm". 
(The Tiruvacagau, a>rmns V, XXl, XXlll, XXIV, XXVl, XXXJ.X, L 
See also Itrmns Vl, Vll, -:t:X::l:V, Lxx. 
RIITL IGIONS OF JAPAN. 
SP IWIAL LITJimA TURE examine. 
Capt. Brinkley "Japan" 1901 (11 vols.) 
"Development of Religion in Japan" Geo. Knox 
Nitobe "Busludo" 1900 AShton "Shinto" 1907, 
Life and leyyersof Joseph Harley Neesima (1891) 
"Diar.r of a Japanese Convert" Uch:bmlras { ) 
Hib bert Journal {various impressions Of the Religions of Japan 
by Japanese and European writers) 
Personal Letters from Bishop Ha~ris H. K. Carroll; 
Rev. D. S Spencer; Henry B. SChwartz; T. Honda; Prof. Yamada; 
P. K. Yoon; T. MYa~awa Osata; Tazaburo Kudo; Capt. R.H. Keharo; 
Sennosuka Ogata; Dr. A. S5 Yaneanata, etc. 
This section Of our subject does not desrve as complete a t r eat .-
ment as p revious de velopments else •,'h ere because the J"apanese have not 
proved themselves very original in their ll7eligi ous thinking. In 
the first place it is generally believed by observers that they are 
not naturally a religious people. There have been few rel i gious 
"revivals" in Japan, The missionaries of our Church especialzy 
feel this lack of religious enthusiasm. But this may be part ialzy 
due t.o the training in self-control to which all Japanese have 
been subjected. When a Japanese feels his soul stirred his 
first instinct is to guardedly suppress the ma.nifestat.ion. 
But another mark which is mo:t"e suggestive ts this: 
Japanese religion is not usualzy home grown but is an importation. 
The t wo national religious developments, ShintoiEm and Buehido, when 
looked at closelY only emphasize our impression that the religious 
nature of this people lacks depth. They do not have naturally 
spirutal ideals or a sense of theUEnfinite presence, and of their 
own littleness and sinf~lness. Far from it. Shintoism shows many 
marks of having come from Shamanism and has no ethical system wortny 
of the name and encorages no thought of a future life. It is a 
political rather than a religious s,yetem,a glorification of countr,y 
and the perfection of the Japanese, whose ancestors are to be wor-
• shipped and the Mikado who is the manifestation of t h e Japanese 
natu re at its best, e.nd therefore the very best manifestation of 
the Divine 1latu:re. This was made t he state re llgion in 1868 
but Euddhism--whiCh is the most powerful of all the religions of 
Japan--has real)¥ in corpora ted the Shinto pantheon and its salient 
fea t ures • I have been able to get track of no Shinto saints. 
Jushido preeminently the original Japanese religion has the same 
basis as Shin t oism but h as had a nobler development. Dr. Ni tobe, 
himself an exemplary Christian, has written its eulogy. While Knox 
dates (and proba1bly with truth) to declare "Nitobe's :Bushido 
describe s a Japan which never existed" (p.l95) yet the ideals 
actually incorporated into human life by this martial religion 
are very noble, and Kakuzo Okakura believes the best future of Japan 
is to be secured by the restuxn to this "s~ple life" and Knox 
himself , th ough )>raising the wo rk of the missiona:or, "It was :Bushido 
not t he missionary which made the new Japan". (p.ll5). This latter 
statement mu et be guardedly received since maru Japanese give t '-:e 
missionaries the greater Credit. The fact is that it was a dual 
iP~lue.nce (at least) which ma de the New Japan. It could not have 
ex isted as it is without t h e missionary nor without Bushido. Nitobe 
brings out its power of moral education ••• His grandmother lived 
purely and died happily. His grandfather stirred 'bim to righteous-
. living by his inculcation of Bushido as stringly as Christian chil-
dren are stirred b,y the talk of their grandfathers. Fair play is 
its roo t idea and Nitobe's book is a fine illustration of how any 
great mora l principle when loyally fo l lowed carri es wi t h it a large 
e t h ica l sy stem. Its ten vurtues which it enc ouraged were 1. Jus-
tice. 2. Cou rage. 3. Magnanimity. 4 • . Polit eness. 5. Truthfulness. 
6. Hono r . 7. Loya l ty. 8 . il:ducation. 9. Self Cont r ol. lO.Suicide 
or Revenge. These are the virtues of Bushido, the way of t h e 
warrior. It is the glorification of chivalry, loy alty to go vernment, 
• filial. piety, reverence for ance stars. The J. history fh ovrs 
noble examples of what this syetm did for men. Thus Hideyashi 
the great general. gave his sword to be carried by the men who had 
most reason to desire his death. (Brinkley 2:38) When Korea 
and the Moggol.s invaded Japan the J. let them land and get the 
roughly read;y and then gave warning before they attacked them ( ibed 
2:?4)90). Sunneyman though on the cross and promised life and a 
great reward if he would advise his comrades to surrender cried 
out "Stand fast" ••• The old J. walTio:r would rath er commit suicide 
or be crucif:i.ed than to. lie or be disloyal.. This t eaching is a 
splendid preparation for Christianity and it has made the Buddhism 
of Japan a nobler system, adding to it the dynamic \Vhich else v;here 
it often lacks. Some noble sentiments are a t tributed to these 
ancient warriors as when KV.mazawa seys "When others blame you, blame 
them not; when others a~e angry, return not anger" or when Sargo en-
unciates the golden rule "With the love wherewith thou love at thy 
self, love others" (Bushido pp. 13, 49). But it is greatly to 
be doubted Whether this sm timent meant at all the sa:'l.e thing 
coming from his lips the same words when they were uttered by 
the Prophet if Nazareth. All that Nitobe see k s to do is to maintam 
that most of the virtues of Christianj.ty .·are found in this knightzy 
system of ethics. Japanese Buddhism, as we have said, earlY incor-
porated the good (and some of t h e bad) things in Shintoism and 
BuShido--just as later it has easily added laws of love never 
suspected as belonging to the system until Christianity came, and 
has encouraged the phenomena of Christian experience, suCh as 
pious confidence and adoring g ratitude and hope of a future heaven, 
(See Hibbert Journal April 1906 amd Okukura Yoahisaburo Japanese 
SPirit p.l88). 
• That Jap. Buddhism hasgreatly benefitted marw cannot be 
doubted. It was a great advance on previous faiths and when it 
entered kpan, abou t the same time that Augustine and Ch ristianity 
entered Britain, it was received gladly by the common peop1e, Its 
"canon" was never translated into Japanese and its modifications 
through various .Buddhistic "sects" have been many, Numbers 
of examp1es have been given of the effect of the Buddhistic d is-
cip1 ine ena bl.ing the de vottee to get rid of depression, a·nger and 
envy and to create a new heroic level of spiritual lifein whiCh a 
new energy appeared and almost a new personality to whiQ~ the whole 
life looks different and the soul seems sensitive only to ray s of 
good, (See especially James "Varieties of Religiou s Expe:!."'ience" 
p.l82, and his later Magazine Report of the same case). The Ryobu 
Shinto sect teac."'l that B'\J.ddhahood · d.s immediately attainab1e, The 
sect of the "True Word" (founded A,D. 816) teaches One Great 
Spirit, an eternit,y of happiness, interceding saints in heaven and 
other Catho1ic doctrines. The Yodo sect {A.D. 1171.4:) teaCh Salvation 
by simple faith ( in Amida). The Montoahu sect adds and emphasizes 
the need of love in order to salvation. This "Spirit Sect " i s t h e 
leargest in Japan and teaches sabration without the use of charms 
or ritualistic forms. (See D. s. Spencer Christian Advente 190 5), 
I t is plain that the natural adaptiveness and cheerfulness of the 
J apanese can be seen exemplified in a most striking way in the ir 
religion. 
Although the j, have been said to be deficient in the 
religious sense what has been said above is sufficient to prove 
that, instead of this, a very noble kind of ethics and religion 
h as b een developed upon a basis often insecure and illog ical, One 
utterance lik e that of Chu Hi (18th Cent) ought to be enough to 
show the prominence g iven to personal experience in these various 
"sects"---wn~ink not that God is distanf'but seek Him in the heart 
for it is the home of God. When there is no obstacle of lust, being 
of one spirit with the God of Heaven and earth, there is this 
co :r:nrnunion, and without comm1nion is no such thing" (Am. J. of Theol. 
1903 p.59). 
Yet the personal letters from Japanese converts are 
a unit in declaring that a lack of high religious ideal, and of con-
viction of sin even on the part of those guilty of the two great 
Japanese faults (lying and licentiousness) and a failure to get in 
ar.v of these other ~ligtous sects a motive and impulse sufficient 
to purify and make strong the inner life--these are the universal 
experiences of these devotees before finding Christianity, Prof. 
Honda and Taro Nadas who had conception of life, and even of God 
and the possibility of pardon, before conversion,--which the older 
followers of Buddhism did not have--yet had no "experience" of fel-
lowship and their "conversions" were as marked asin the case of St. 
Paul (though not mwstical. For remarkably conservative answers to 
the quest ions "when have you experienced the closest communion 
with God?" see Christokyo Sekai No. 1180 reproduced in the 
Japanese Press. Here leading representatives of the Russian, 
EngliSh and Canadian Churches express themselves as certain of 
Divine Communion but as having had no experience corre sp ending to 
that of St. Paul and the early Methodists. Prof. Yamada expresses 
the general feeling •rvhen he writes "I felt a deep sense of something 
wanting. I did not know what it was. The Buddhist scriptures ~ry to 
teach the love of Buddha but I had no experie nee of this love." The 
idea of sin did not rise above the thought that it was the trans-
gression of natural law. So Christian peace, security, joy, fellow-
Ship with God, consciousness of His presence and joy in it are 
foreign to B~ ddhism. Mr. Yoon says the ordinary death bed sees 
• 
"gnashing of teeth. " 
CHIURlSRl RIDLIGIONS. 
Buddhism. 
We consider this first to bri ng it into connection with 
J ap. Buddh. There is not any great fundanental differences 
between t~e two . Chinese B. has had a half millenium longer to work 
and has affected the earlier developments of native thought more 
than Jap Buddhism. The chief work of Buddhism in China has been 
to prepare a larguage for the Christian missionary. Pre s • .Martin 
(Buddhism p.84,300) has said that half the doctrines of Christianity 
have been introduced to the Chinese in a dress borrowed f rom Euddhism 
Such words as faith, hope, charat,y and such ideas as h eaven, hell 
devil, soul, submissive trust, new birth~ sin, repentance, etc . 
werecwhol~y unknown to the Chinese until Buddhism intrdouced them. 
NATIVE C1II1ifreSE RR.!LIGIONS. 
Specia l li terature depended on. 
Legge--"Classics". 
Legge-- "Religions of China". 
Douglas "ConfUtcianism and Taoism". · 
De Groot "Religious Sy Et ems of China." 
Edkins--"F.arly Spread of Religl.ous Ideas" and "Buddhism" 
Giles "Ancient China" 1905. 
D. Tei tara Suzuki "Brief Hi st. of Early Chinese Phil." 1908 
The Monist. Tozaburo Kudo "Ethics of Confucius" 1904) 
The Hibbert Journal. 
Bll:FORit CONFUCIUSe 
Confucius accepted as axiomatic certain great religious principles, 
in fact al l t he principles and teachings of the four oldest Chinese 
Classics which scholars generally believe were received by t he 
Chinese earlier than 2000 B.c. Even when the first of these, 
the Shu King, was received we see the nation with a surp r ising civi-
lization , and high astronomical knowledge {the same caldnar bei ng 
used by them as now in China) with a religion quite developed, a 
• 
supreme spiritual ruler being worfhipped as well as various spirits 
of the mountains and rivers alld the spirits of deceased friends. 
Sacrifices were offered to all of these. "Heaven" was asked 
to make ani unmake kings, and send correction and punishment for 
sloth and dissoluteness, while benevolence, justice, diligence' 
ro 
prudence, filial love etc. We:r-e recognized as religious virtues. I s.9t 
say "religious"virtues for in all their earlier religions every 
virtue is sustained by a religious sanction. 
Maey ooholars have objected to calling Confucianism a 
religion; but in ~ thought it was one of the greatest of all. 
If it be counted an ethical system merely then Ethics are more 
important and better for a state and for individuals than most 
relig:i.ons. The usual distinction between Ethics and religionis 
a:> nfusing and articifiial. The thought of re lig on is deformed 
and mutilitated when you cut out the ethical content. This syetem 
of life and morals which was in its prime contemporar.r with the 
religions of Egypt, BaQylon, Persia, Greece and Rome and which out-
lived all of them and which could produce such lofty souls as 
Confucius and .M:encius must have been a religious rzy stem or else 
the preminence of religion in the making of character has been 
,·astly overrated, and Ethics is worth more than religion in its 
effects upon the race. But the Cdnfucian system was religious, and 
this not simpzy because it acce ted t he earlier sacrifices to 
Heaven, to Shan1g ti and to "spirits"--and 6onfucius himself 
thus sac. before every meal--because c. and all the great Chinese 
teachers recognizes a Principle of duty which is not man made, a 
lavv in the heart which was implanted there by "Heaven". and c. 
bases hism.orali zy JUti: upon this hear en-given law of right and '\n"Ong. 
and not upon expediency or utility or a calculation of consequences. 
It is true that Mencius especialkf, makes the natural human heart 
the norm. But this only means that he sees that the man is as much 
a revelation of Heaven's wUl as Nature. In humanity a cosmic law 
is expressing itself. His was a religion (though not called a 
religion) which based itself on Humani~ as a revelation of the 
Asb oJ.ute and sought by :mncere]y caiT.Vling out the human intui tiona 
to find a universal law in mor.als as trustworthy and infallible as 
that to be discovered in J.ight or fluids where Nature (i.~. Heaven) 
works untrammelled. 
I dwell upon this because it has not been worked out as 
it deserves and because even our most thoughtful scholars have a~ost 
ignored the Chinese system in their Comparative study of religions. 
~o ~ mind the Chinese Religion is of particular value since one 
can see here the development of a religion while absolutely · isol.ated 
from outside interfe e nce or modification. 'lhis stands alone as a 
home grown religion, as if the nation had been a chosen people 
providentialzy preserved for experimental purposes. 
CONFUCIANISM. 
That Confucius was a man of pious heart and noble life no 
one denies. He lived in the same century with Gautama, Thales and 
Jeremiah, but never knew of any world outsideof China. He is re-
ported to have seen the son of a noble warrior father, but early 
left fatherless to be trained by his mother in poverty. He was 
correct in dress and deportment, and never in haste. He took office 
under the government but his convictions interfered with his popular-
ity and he died at 73 years of age supposing his life as a teamer 
and ruler to have been a failure. He would have no prayer at his dy-
ing bet saying "~ prayers were offered long ago". (For best sketch 
• 
of l~e, see Trans. Viet. Inst. 37:40-68). He r~olted from the 
worship of the spirits (based on fear) ru1d does not encourage 
worsnip (though he sacrifices and encourages "respect" for the 
invisible spirits whom he would keep at a distance. But the former 
Theology of China had not made the people moral. Confucius could 
not understand or at least did not care to ~each this old Theology 
and put morality in its place. He taught wbat he knew. He did not 
know Shang-ti or Heaven except as their will were seen within. 
Not by "thinking" but by "learning" does one get truth. He sought 
to interpret the law of life. The heart of man is restless and prone 
to err and only by keen and war.v guarding can we find the rjght 
path. He inculcated reverence and self-in~ection. A moral 
reverence for one's own being begets a reverence for others and 
leads to digni~, propriety and reciprocity. Sincerity is the 
greatest (or first) virtue. The action is vastly important but only 
when it expresses t)e real thought. The man must guard the heart 
in his solitude if it is to be noble acywhere. Nature is sincere, 
man ought to be. In Nature there is law, order, regularity, balance, 
sincerity, undemonstretiveness.Guard extremes. Cultivate reserve. 
This will give power. One thing is then lacking,-fellow feeling. 
This is the fountain of all virtues. As S<fuopenhauer made ~m~ 
pat'hy and 13Y.shido· made l.oyaJ. ty or fair pl.a;y the foundation of 
et 1hics so Confucius built on fell.owship. (See Monist April. 1908). 
'lhis produces fUial. piety, loyalty, benevolence, propriety, 
righteoumess, etc. His five dundam.ental vurties are LOVE, J?USTICE, 
PROPRIETY, KNOWLEDGE, FIDRlLI'lY. He dwells most upon propriety, since 
he feels st rongl.y that the wey we act determines the way we think. 
Modern p~fcho1ogy approves this. His Golden Rule, so often quoted, 
is a good expression of his fundamental teaching. Chinese and .Japa:n-
• 
ese philosophers are certain t hat it is better than that of the 
Gospel since it does not comnand self forgetfulness and deprecia-
tion. c. emphatically declares that injury Should not be recom-
pensed by kindess: ~ow then ought kindness to be recompensed? No, 
recompense injury with jy s t ice a ndk indne ss wei th kindness". A noble 
teaching of c. was that man c ruld modify his own destiny and was 
thus the equal of Heaven, being able to influence the course of 
nature and the nature of other men. With him Heaven, earth and Man 
formed a sort of Trinity ( So Douglas 68 etc.) The ethicsof 
Confucius are so lofty that Prof. Douglas thinks them a bout equaJ. 
to the code of Moses! (Confuciasm" p.l44). This may be an exagger-
ation. To do justice, l<lVe mercy and walk l.'+umbly before the 
law of om 's own being is to follow at least two thirdsof the 
injunct ion which in the Hebrew Prophet's thought constituted the 
perfect religion. 
Mencius. 
Two centuriesafter c. Tnis "best representative interpre-
ter" of the Master (so Suzuki called him) . flourished. C. teaching 
was summed up in the fille relayionships and the five virtues, Love, 
.Tuft ice, Propiety, Knowledge and Fidelittj. c. had emph. chief]Jr 
the last three of these. Mencius put the emph. on the first 
two, scarcely mentioning the others. His special doctrine was the 
in..h.eren t goodness of human na tu l"e. This had been taught in the 
"Doctrine of the Mean" but M. put a new me aning into it. If man-
kind is the expression of Heaven there is no need of such struggle 
' 
and repression and bridling of nature as is supposed necessaiY by 
Confucius •••• The Law of Right is in the man's own heart; why, then, 
so ma1ey r:ules and rites and definitions of propriety? Man• s nature 
tt~nds to goodness as water tends to flow down hill.. Man naturally 
possesses t he five virtues. TO lack these is to be inhuman. Our 
life is a men ifestat ion of the AS:> olu te. we are now immortal. 
Perfect virtue is the cultivation of human heartedness. It is right 
to live up to one's nature. Man is but the mcnifestation of the 
ultimate sine eri ty seen in Nature. Being sincere to ones na tuxe 
is the height of morality. 
It is plain that this deep teac..lJ.ing might easily be 
used to favor profligacy that we are not surprised to find eager 
acceptance in some quarters of this doctrine and in others strenuous 
opposition. But M. was a pure man and meaut his doc. to be a 
protection to moralit,v. Says he: "I love life and I love justice; 
but if I cannot preserve both I would rather give up l ife. Although 
I love life there is that I love more than life. Although I hate 
death there is that I hate more than death." (Trans. Viet. Inst. 
XXXV1:53). He appealed to conscie~ce as the supreme arbiter of 
right. Though he or c. never used the phrase their appeal reminds 
us of -the Christian reystic who talks of "God in us". He urged 
the duty of following this inner light and thus must have felt thr 
possibility of refusing to do this. Just as the doc. of total 
depravity never mecrnt to the Calvinists that a bad man could not 
become worse; so the doc. of natural goodness did not mean with M, 
that a man could not be bad. Water flows do vm hill when not ob-
structed but sometimes obstructions need to be rumved in order to 
have it run natura.l],y. So with human nature. Mencius perceives 
the ideal of human nature, maintairre the "ought"; but does not con-
fess the inner struggle. St. Paul was more "sincere". As Christian 
Science ignores pain so he ignored sin and ~truggle. He declares 
choice of the right to be as easy as turning the palm of the h and 
or lifting a feather; but his eamestness shows that he did see 
the danger of failure and defeat. He urged the freedom of the will 
and the power V'lhich man had of being the arbiter of his own d estiny. 
Especially, he urged compassion and love. c. expanded the volitional 
and ethical aspect of the chief Chinese virtue ("fellow feeling"); 
Mencius the aff eQtional and esthetic aspect. Vfuile M. urged the 
naturalness of goodness and deprecated struggle yet he urged that; 
the natural],y huma;n was fUT.Dlpathetic and ever striving to help 
others, and of Yan.g 'iVho used the Mencium premisis to encourage 
carelessness and apathy he said reproachful~ "If he could help the 
whole world by plucking out one hair he would have refused to do so. 
{Trans. Viet. Inst ••• ,3:26·0). In Mencius we see Altruism worked 
out as a philosophy of life in a way to remind us of the best 
attempts at our latest thinkers. 
Taoism. This is a development earlier than Mencius; but not so 
entire:zy limited to Confucianism and dependent upon it. It mudj1· 
therefore 1)e treated separately. 
Lao-tze, the dounder of this Faith, was an older contenp, of c. 
Tradition tells of the meeting of these two great men and even 
C's friends ack. that he confessed himself unable to answer the 
criticism of Laotse. c. was from the North and urged struggle 
and Law and Restraint. L. was from the south and urged non-resist-
ance and non-interference. L. said Nature {human nature) could be 
trusted. At any rate it is the best guide. Laws and codes and 
ceremonies are hindrances, not helps to the attainment of true 
virtu e. To behave proper~ is not to be taken the equivalent of 
virtue. Right and \'lrong, however, are relative terms. The Absolute 
for man is the Relative. Befinition is limitation. The fixed and 
• 
unchanging is the dead. In us the Absolute meets with the Relative 
and Yesterday parts from Tomorrow ••• Relativity seeks adjustment; 
Adjustment is Art. "The Art. ,)f life l i es in constant readjustment 
to our surroundings. (OkOkura Kakuso in H.R. May). This arguments 
accounts for the Tea ceremonial which was introduced by Taoism. 
The influence of Taoia~ and ev en its meaning is disputed. 
Prof. Douglas dares to say: "Laou-tsze showed himself to be as sup-
erior to Confucius as the mLristian dispensation to the Mosaic 
law". On the other hand Chinese thinkers like Suzuki calls the 
syste m "negativistic egoism". He teaches non-assertion, but 
the motive is self-exaltation--"The holy mal puts himself bEhind and 
thus comes to the front." "Let others have precedence and Lo, I 
am preserved" (Lao-tze) "He vrho asserts is defeated; he wno seizes ' 
suffers loss". Such teachin~ (which rese:rriblessome things 
in the Gospels) t he Chinese sCholars (who are all Confutionists) 
call "the ethics of feminism". "It teaches submisai ve humil.iation, 
moderation and_ meekness and often nochalance ". ( Suzuki) • It seems a 
mean doctrine to these which would uplift the weak at ~~e expense 
of the strong. This sam3 criticism is, however, being constantly. 
made by native scholars against Buddhism and Christianity. That 
Laotze had thoughts which 'vould have made him a better comparm.ion 
for the Sage of Nazareth than aru of the Twel.ve is intimated strongly 
:from his deep teaChing concerning l.ove, :rrercy, compassion, humil.ity, 
self-forgetfulness, heart puri ty etc. 
e.g . "The h~ly man has no fixed thought of his own, he 
makes the y.J'ishes of his people his own. Good people I meet with go o!it 
ness; non-good ones I too meet with go odness; and thereQ( I gain 
goodness. Faithful ones I meet with faith, non-fai thful ones I 
too meet with faith; for thereby I gain faith". "Recompense evil 
with good "• 
If this is "Egoism" the teaching of Jesus is also. 
Tl1.e life of this teacher and of his early followers were worthy of 
comparison with Christian saints. Yet there was weakness in the 
system and it was in great da~er of being distorted. Since nature 
was the norm. and the doctrine of non-interference or passivii:;1' 
was so e •mphasized some took this phil. as a basis for following their 
ovm naturaJ. bent wi t..h.out interference, --and . their argument was 
unanswerable. It led to licentiousness and anarchy. Yang-tze carr 
ied it to its full foul, pessimistic limit. (See Monist, April 1908). 
}~atural impulse is not kal: to be bridled, but nature's calls are 
to be e~oyed. Life is not to be fastened to a~ moral pillories. 
It is moat unnatural to wrest oneself from a desire because of 
reputation or some supposed rule of virtue. 
Another development was in the di rection of superstitious 
reverence for charms etc. I do not understand this evolution unless 
it was a reaction from the offshoot just described. Still another 
child of Taoism was the Zen and other n:wstical systems which seek 
to attain suppression of self-through meditat•.·ion. Buddhism mey-
have affected this also. They seek at direct communion with the 
inner nature of things through Dharma (concentrated meditation). 
It developed a teaching of altruism in which the principle of 
universal love and benevolence is carried to an extreme, To love 
another as one's self is one thing but to love all men and things 
equally is quite another. Ones parents and ones wife camot be 
put properly on a level with all other parents and wives. This 
,,.· ,I 
examination camot close without calling attention to a few others 
of the characteristic weaknesses of ConfUcianism and its related 
Systems. One of these from a W. standpoint (though not from 
an ) • is the view concerning women. Confucius had an unhappy 
married life and wrote "Of all people w·omen and servants are the 
hardest to manage. "J!:ven yet girls are mistreated in China and wi thi..ll 
recent years young girls were kill·ed, their souls not coming into 
existence for some months after their 'birth according to the 
teadling. (i.e. not til l first tooth come sO Often if they die 
naturally they are not buried in a coffin but left out for the 
do g s to eat. (Viet, Inst. 3~:40 50), c. did not teach this but 
his depreciation of the sex led naturally to it. Filial piety de-
genera ted into deification or dennnific~ation. In a letter Dr, J. E. 
Walker of China has said (in M. s. 1ette:r) that the Chinese have no 
angels and as a rule the ancestors are worShipped from fear. The 
common speech when a man dies is "Run, he has become a devil. lie will 
catch y ou". In danger a man warns hifl neighbor "Be careful. or you 
will become a devil.". So Mr. Li writ en that the Chinese are not 
so fearful of some terror 1:J€l.Y'ond the grave as of evil. spirits 
in this world. It is to placate these that the tempJ.es are kept 
up and vast sums expended in the ritual services. (1500 temples 
to Cl). These are perhaps the most prominent fauJ.t.s {in addition 
to those previously Slggested). common to all phases of C, rel. 
development. Of course the cardinal defect is the emphasis on 
rules instead of spir~t. 
• 111 and lV. BRIEF COMPARISONS Al~D CONCLUSIONS. 
Time necessitates too great condensation. We cannot define 
Christiani~ and tabulate its facts as we desired. We cann1ot give 
the detailed comparison between Christiamity (as thus viewed) and 
each system examined separately. Though we have made this com-
parison privately. These conclusions must be given almost in out-
line. They are at the best '!'!eager and unsatisfacto:cy-. Larger study 
will doubtless add much to them and modify them; yet so far as 
they go they are sustained I think by the evidence--only a hint of 
which has been given in the prs-ious pages. If time pennitted 
re-statement I am sure the following synopsis of conclusions 
could -be improved but it is the beft noVl possible. 
1. God meets us historically in all religions. There is no 
geographical predestination to God ignorance. He is no respecter 
of persons or nations. Each nation is a "chosen people" and 
has its Gospel and Task. Heathen religions are not demonic. 
They spring out of the need of human nature and God is the a:.~ thor 
of Human Nature and has always responded to this need. EaCh religion 
is not onl,y a "fee ling after God" but proves that God has been 
feeling after his creatures and answering their groping hands in 
t ·h e darlrness w:fltll the divine hand clasp. Each religion is a school-
master (Gal.. 3:20). The only false religions are those which 
are unreal and artificial ••• If I \vere to state in one word the 
~rongesit argument in favor of Religion (as opposed to atheism or 
agnosticism) it would be -- Human Nature. If I were to state in 
one word the strongest argument in favor of Christianity (as contras~ 
ed with other religion~ our present study would enable me to give 
the same answer--Human Mature. 
• 
11. Some of the religions considered as Buddhism and Islam-
ism and even R!gyptian and Persian religiops stand in some particulars 
above the 0, T. revelation, though in other points inferior to it. 
Most of the religions examined (ru1d they are the best known) are 
inferior to o. T, in all points which touch most vitally the 
mor~l and spiritual life. Viewed generally no one of these can be 
said to be in all points superior to the 0, T, fai th and each 
one has some point of inferiorit,y. As a whole ~ne Propheti c Religion 
outranked any one of these---even when its historical evolution 
into Christim•ity is omitted from consideration. But the best 
personal representatives of these est non Jehovah religions (espec-
iaJJ._v those which emphasize the rel. of the heart) will compare 
favorably x.tx in personal religious experience with most of the 
Old Test. saints. The best devotees of ru ch religions as emphasize 
knowledge but ignore emotion and personal communion with God e.g. 
the Confucionists seem to have a religious consciousness comparable 
to that of the moralists of Isaiah's day--or our own day. 
111. These religions differ from each other in their h i storical 
and metaphysical pre-suppositions, in their P~Jchological states and 
in t he activities which these produce. The religious consciousness 
differs in each religion according to the object of consciousness 
a nd the response this evokes. Whi le one distinguished Euddhist 
has recently tried to defend the thesis that Buddhism has a better 
his torical basis than Christianity we must decide that if any relig-
ion has historic basis of divine revelation it is Christianity, 
Those who reject th eobject j ve evidence of Ch. are not likely to 
accept those of arw other religion. With the origin of Christ-
iani~ dates the beginning of modern civilization and the modern 
history of religion. These religions differ p~chologicallY in the 
degree of conscious satisfaction, and 'n the other impul.ses and 
activities, mental affectionai and vo'lit'fo~~ which they inspire. 
Some encourage self-repression and passivity, others self-aggression 
some seek for knowledge, as the highest good, some for emotional. 
conditions, some for a perfect obedience to a code of law or ritual.. 
The "experience" and the works which are the effects of such 
experi ence diffe r according to these differences of volit iona.l 
attention. reastern Religions generall make knowledge overShadow 
the other vital factors of life. There is too much about metapbyics 
an dtoo little about feeling and willing and the obligations of 
practical life. Large ethical provinces are overlooked. There is 
too little attention given to moral obl.igation and the grounds of 
moral Obligation and to molral freedom. Fatalism is logically 
fa tal to aspiration. \fi t hout a personal God t he moral life lacks 
its strongest incentive. This not only affects the view of Nature 
but of Man to its serious detriment--nobi:thstanding the systems of 
mysticism which have arisen in such religions which are the re~c­
tions of human nature se6.c ing relief from this metaphysical buroen. 
Each religion wa have examined has had a one-sided development due 
to extravagant emphasis. Each directrs attention to some fragment of 
truth, but in doing this overlooks or distorts some other truth 
equally importan!t. That it is human nature to do this isproved 
by the history of Christian Denominations; bu in the instances 
above referred to this mutilation of the perfect w~~le is due to 
some presupposition or affirma~ion which is Tital to the of the 
Religion. 
l V. Christianity differentiates itself from all other relig-
ions in a way which makes the Christian consciousness to be unique. 
It would be easy to catalogue the points of similarity between 
Christianity and other religions but its peculiar power co rre s from 
it!~ d iff'ere nces. 
• (1). Its balance and its fulness. 
It is the true (Doctrine of the Mean "• 
Intellectualisn, Emotionalism, Movemmt are all encouraged. This 
is t h e only :religion wh ich mainta:ins its balance. and allows no 
one of these conflicting interests to predominate.at the expense 
of the others. Mare than this, when in each direction--ideas, 
emotion, life--Christiani~ is compared with the religion which has 
made this its strong future it ral!lks well. 
In the intellectual realm its appeal is equal even to that 
made by Hindusm.. In the gnotiona;l realm it is equal to the best 
type of Buddhism. In its morality ··it is not surpassed by Confucian-
ism, at its bes·t, and in its preparation for practical life no 
other religion is its equal. But all this is an under statement. 
I have gathered a large mass of testimony from unbiased native 
sources Which would indicate that so far as living religions are 
concerned eadh is surpassed at the point of its greatest strength--
even Christianity's enemies being the judges. The di stinguim ed 
Brahman, Sevasankaru Sandeyap in his "Points of Superiority of 
Hinduism over other religions" (:Madras, 1889, enumerates four 
points: Antiquity, Sacred Literature (Upanishads), Doct rine of 
Re-births (which he calls the "keystone of Hinduism") Doctrine of 
Karma and Heal thy moral influence • But in each case , excepting the 
firs t, he is forced to acknowledge a corresponding doctrine of 
Christianity which offers a similar or better incentive to good 
living. Ev·en in its basal philosophy it is weak when it meets 
Christian philosophers as is proved by the large number of Christian 
converts who trace their conversion through the "gateway of 
philosophy" (Kozaki, Takagi, etc. See list in The Pioneer (Tokio, 
190?). So: Dahlki the strongest defender of Buddhism as a historical 
• rev. (which he thinks the more strongly attested than Christianity) 
acknowledges that the Buddhist 1 s "love" when compared with Christian 
love is "cold and colorless". (Am. J. of Th., Oct. J.905). Yet, 
this is Buddhism's strongest point. 
(Se re many testimoes yet to come and remember the statement 
of the headmaster of Reshib Acad. Calcutta, 1898) that God's 
moral relations to man are more impressive in the Gospels than in 
the Ghita since the Hindu ideal lear es no pl.ace for divine anger 
against sin. Even this does not exhaust this part of the argument 
for it may I think be ~ soberly defended that no virtue incul-
cated in arw of these other religions is omitted from the Christian 
and that no sense of need expressed in any of these other sacred 
books but finds its response in the Christian's Bible. The Egyptian 
hope of a Future Life, the Bab. cry because of sin, the Persian 
loning to be in harmony with God:r (Good Will) the Greek dream of 
beauty and the Roman imperial concept of a World Kingdom, the 
Aryan awe before the imminence of the Absol.v_te and the Semitic 
reverence for the personal.ity of God and his high hope that man 
and God were kin, morally, , all of these nation-separating con-
ceptions we ~e united in Christi anity which ±K interpreted eaCh 
and transfor-med each with a nev1 and higher meaning. Christianity 
is the completion of the Divine Rev. in the white l.ight of wtiich 
is united the entire spectrum of truth revealed in the of Rel.. 
Uchinru.ro utters wise words when he writes: "The best 
of Christian converts do not give up the essence of Buddhism or 
Conf. We welcome Christianity because it helps us to "become more 
like our own ideals. Christianity makes us keep our own law. It is 
heathenism pl.us life." It is for this reason that Prof. Anezaki 
can say: "I am a Buddhist yet in nzy- ideas and principles I am 
six-tenths Christian. My reason for not publicly avowing ~ affin-
• ity with Christianity is that heretofore rel. faith has been a mat 
t er of t he family and the nation, and until rrw family can a r)prove 
the cbang e of faith and go with me, and until t he nation can to a 
oarge degree do the same, it wculd seem to me immoral to ignore 
them and change ~ individual affiliation. I believe in prayer 
much like the Christians, i.e., in meeitation towards an individual 
being, etc. Christianity ~ills out and inte~rets and enlarges the 
concepts which the followers of other religions have had. They can 
keep all t h e truth forrner)&r grasped and need give us nothing 
vital in accepting Christianitr. Yet it is not an eclectic rel i g-
ion. This fulness and breadth of meaning is due to the depth of its 
funda nental p:r.inc iples. So its psychology and therefore its 
religious consciousness is racial and not rational . 
(2) Adaptability and appeal to all classes of all Nations. 
Mohammed expected at fi rat to win the Jews a nd taught 
his __people to prey with their faces towards Jer. W'"1en h e failed 
in this h e more and more emph. the Arabian character of his Rel. 
adopted the ancient customs of the desert and finally ordered pr~er 
towards Mecca. Napoleon was wise enough to seethat a great empire 
ought to have a unified Rel. and so when he contemplated t he con-
quest of the world he also conterrplated the writing of a new Koran 
which should be suitable for all peoples. The ear]y di sciples 
of t he Nazarine did that. Christianity is the only Re1. without 
national racial or sex and class limitations. Its ·"good news" 
appeals to the best in all faiths as a better gospel. 
• Its voice like that of the sun is heard tlith equal. clearness in 
all lands and ages and ever.ywhere its effects are similar. Buddhist 
Confucius or Moham., it is hard to tell whiCh makes the best 
Christian or which rejoices most in his New Faith. .Bishop Harris 
writes me of the gentle a ffectionate Buddhists saying "When converibi 
the,Y make ideal Christians." and speaks of the Chinese as moralists 
who fulfill laws and obey precept.s and are "dry as dust with no 
warmth or glow, poe t ry or sentiment. But conv erts like Honda e.g. 
develop tenderness and richness of feeling which no Bud. he ever 
saw equalled. I have nwself known converted Mohammedans who were 
models of faith and love. A Brahman Commissioner of the Census 
has recently declared in "The Hindu" (189?) that Christianity never 
won a struggle against any really great religion". But the fact 
is that even where the original religions remain in name they have 
been vita lly chang ed by touching Christianity. Judaism in all ita 
ancient histor.r disdained the Future Life; but now Schechter can say 
"The Modern Jew is Christian in his hope" (Studies in Judaism" 102) 
Brahmanism and Buddhism -have been so t r ansformed by looking at the 
Christian ideal that no ancient teacher would recognize his faith. 
Thirty years ago they were saying of the Gospel "It is not true" 
now they are sewing "It is not nav; we have the same teaching when 
our old Boo:<.5 a,)•e p :~ operly understood". But the n:ain point I would 
make now is that Christianit,r just fits the need and ~ lls out 
the hope and purifies the life of all the Race. There is no 
other Religion which would not have to modify its Hist .• or meta-
physical basis or its intellectual concepts of God, t he World Human-
ity and the Divine relation to eaCh, or its emotional or esthetil 
apo:eal or its message. for every day life so as to vi tally change 
its fv.~'ldam~ntal message if it we e to become the World Religion 
except Christianity. This is illustrated b.Y the fact that certain 
Eclectice religions of recent date have mere]y put the Christian 
teaching in an Oriental. d1 sh and thought they had a new religion • 
.rmsus. 
The religious consciousness of the Christian is 
fundamentally differtn ·t from the religious consciousness of the 
devote e of all Other faiths because the object of consciousness 
is different. 
The ru preme and unique difference between this and 
all other religions is Jesus. Individual adherents of other 
faiths have communion with God, at least vaguely, they have 
loft,y intellectual conceptions and feelings and emotions of high 
orde-r, but the one thing they do not have is Jesus. The one who 
honestly seeks to be like the kind of a God such as he imaged must 
have a religion s so diffe ·rent from what he had before (whatever faith 
he had formerly received} as to seem to him like a rebirth into 
new knowledge, new affections, n ~v powers. The center of the Christ-
ian system is J esus. .JesusJ His Gospel is Himself. With Him 
comes a new ideal, an ideal made real. rhis new object of 
faith brings anew vision of God. 
All previous visi. ons of God seem dim when one sees J esus 
and realizes that here God is revealing Himself. See the Crossl 
This is the kind of a Eeing God is. ~is brings a new kind of 
repentance, a n~: kind of righteousness, a new kind of confidence, 
a new kind of salvation. N{y ewidence is a unit on this point .• 
Dale tells of the .Tap. convert whom he knew who said that when he 
read the gospel sto:!:j' he could not refuseacceptamce for "I had 
• 
never seen nor ·e ard nor dreamt of a morali-ty like that. I f elt 
that it was above the morality of the human race and must therefore 
have come from heaven" (R. w. Dale "The Living Christ" 1:88) . 
This man was a Confucian. So Legge tells of the a@9d Chinese 
scholar who said "It was as if scale dropped from Iey' eyes" (Re lig-
ion, P• 295). The testimonies are as universal and positive coming 
from Brahmans (Edkins "Chinese Buddhism" p.3689) Pierson ~New Acts 
of the Apostles" p.240). and other Chinese and Japanese believers 
( ibed 236,238,243). Conversion in the Christian sense (i.e. a 
senseof p ersonal pardon and peace due to attained ~Armony with God 
and the joy which naturally accompanies this consciousness is 
absolute~ unknown elsewhere. Faith in Buddha nor ohrunmed ever 
gave an experience like. In answer to Prof. Anesaki who argued 
that it was really :Buddhism which had brought into Europe the sP irit 
of self-sacrifice, it was a native who knew the facts (Mr. Okuku~ 
Yoshisaburo) who replied that ''no real conversion has ever been 
achieved during the past eleven centuries the doctrine of Buddha" 
and Challenged him to name one. MY missionary correspondents sor-
rowfully say they have never known a case of one native untouched 
by Christiani~ who ever professed peace because of moral and 
spiritual salvation. Keshub Chandra Sen says, "Christianity came 
and moved with our Oriental faith and from that time it grew." 
Bishop Bashford communicates to me his examination of more than a 
hundred men who have been excellent representatives of heathenism 
he thinks their condition before conversion corresponded to that of 
our moral man excepting that they had an element of peace which the 
moral man does not have and he has an obligation which they did not 
have. 
.Jesus brings a new idea of God--the Heathen ideal. of 
father is not such that even if they had the name they would have 
the Christian idea. The sense of joyous obligation and J.ove for 
God is generally lacking. With the new idea of God comes ne\v sense 
of s:in etc. This as we see comes from the vision of .Jesus. He aJ.oB 
is a Saviour from sin. No other religion enters the slums and works 
transformations. .Jesus alone has a Gospel f .or the thief on the 
cross. The Gospel which has made men of the Anglo-Saxon blood fit 
to live with this tiger blood, fierce and adventurous given to 
gambling and drunkenness as no other on the earth can also reach 
wi t h equal though different power the tender and sen timentaJ. 
Oriental. .Jesus makes the real. moral offered which is the 
central element in Christiani t;.v. The most unbiased investigat-ors 
are sure of this. One v;ho does not even believe that .Jes11s 
cJ.ai.rned to be the saviour of the vvorJ.d has recently acknowledged 
"nevertheless he has historically saved the world and is saving it" 
(Nathaniel Schmidt 11Prophet of Naz" 1905 p. 317). In a private 
letter I get the statement which expresses the thought of all so 
far as the charge of emJtiona.J. experience is concerned when one 
finds .Jesus as a Saviour. "Before I became a Christian nu heart 
never laughed "Another writes"Tb.e best heathen may be as honest, 
fait.~fuJ., henev. and kind as the best~.; but he wants that peace 
and satisfaction in the inward life. His inward 1 ife is gl.oonu and 
destiute of hope•. SUch tesimonies I was inclined at first to 
discount--and that may be necessaiY in part--but their universality 
compels me to accept this as good evide100e that a faith in Jesus 
Christ as Saviour does bring an emotionaJ. experienc• unique a.'lld 
thrilling in comparison with all other religions. If so, the human 
heart must 1)e prepared for just suc.'-1. a Gospel. as t..'h.is. 
• 
"Fellowship" with Christ is also a new experience. No 
such fellowship is possible witl1 Bud~~a or Zoroaster. Christian 
ethics differ from all others as much as their incentive and obliga-
tion differ and as much as the satisfaction of the one excels 
all others. 
Jesus then is the cause of the new religious consciousness 
which we call Christian. Through~ m we see a new vision of God and 
a new way of getting to God. Peace is not sought through the alone-
ment of God, but through tr~ ~at-one-ment with God. Sin, 
holiness, Redempt ion, Regen. take ~n a new meaning before the 
cross. ~ere is not only a new Revelation, there is a new emotional 
response and a new life. This is peculiar to Christianity--the 
elevation of a new ideal in Jesus, and the dynan,ic impulse and new 
power to follow this n~v ideal. 
The actual Effects when the Gospel is allowed to work 
under a~ national or racial conditions can be traced in any histor,y. 
The race did historically ma.l<e a new beginning with Christ-
ia '=i ty. 
(4) PROGRESS: 
So also in its adaptation to the new needs of a new age 
' Christianits stands unique. The ~nristian consciousness is not fixed 
It changes with the centuries. IT IMPROVIDS WIT.Ii 'E-'1:1!: Ciill~TlJRIES. 
The Christian ideal is the highest yet reac.~ed by the race and it 
is not possible at present to even conceive of the need of a better 
religion. 
The Oriental ideal if gererally accepted would lead to 
na tionaJ. disaster. The workers must be non-religious. As Hoffdung 
"Phil. of Rel. puts it "The nearer he approac.~es his goal the 
1e ss interested he is in the sal vat ion of the race". --and he might 
... 
•• have added, ~~e less fit is he to do the necessa~ work 
of the world. The compJ.ete reJ.igion must have in it a fitness for 
a world task. It cannot isoJ.ate itself; it must be social, 
gregarious, missionary. It must have elements in it whic.~ make it 
keenlY interested in science and art, and gJ.ad to wrestle relig-
iously with the social. and governmental problems of the ages. No 
other religion :Uills this requirement. 
Nor must the problems of one age and the needs of one 
era only be met. The world religion must be a growing and expanding 
relig ion able to progress and thus by an inward adaptation 
meet the new· needs of new centuries and new· races. This qualifi-
cation Christianity appears to have in a marl<ed degree. It is not 
only the best relie;i on for the worJ.d now but we ca1mot conceive ofaey. 
ne~ conditions where its fundrunental principles will be outgrown or 
become obsolete. Fill out the category of vthat might be the future 
ideal of human life and this seems to be able to measure up to it. 
This may be due partly to our prejudice in favor of our own. :aut 
when we consider that everywhere when it has had a fair cha:®.ce to 
express itself according to its funda.ment.a1. intent it hasmet the 
need of individual, family, nation, most perfectly; and also 
consider that he who is most fuJ.J.y Christian is he who is most 
rea~ for work as citizen, educator, reforn~r, and man of fruni~, it 
does look as if Nature had so constituted the universe that this 
pecuJ.ia.r type of individual was fittest to survive. It is eas,y to 
see that the peculiar beliefs and hopes of Christianity are just 
such as make a man strongest for the struggle of J.ife and most fit, 
physically, mentally and morally to survive. The reJ.igion which 
can get the best out of a man must be the best :religion--the one 
com.rnended by the Nature of Things • 
This"obedience of gladness" is enthusiasm, hope, energy, 
aspiration for the best which is a vital part of Christianity (and 
absolutely necessary as long as its fund~aental faith in a real 
Divine Communion, and Divine assistance in every taSk remains) 
gives a strength courage and joy even in distressing conditions 
which we may say is unknown in allY other religion and which is a 
prophecy of unending progress. Its ideal ,Nill never be outgrown--
it is unreachable. Its dynamic will always be equaJ. to the growing 
needs of the world so long as it represents in human consciousness 
an Omnipotence, consciously present to help. we can conceive of no 
expanding need or hope which can not be met with the "abounding life 11 
which is the peculiar gift of Chr. 
Nor are these conclusions made by the long time devo~ee 
of this faith only. The best that other religions dare to cla:im is 
that they are as good as Christianity. The best that amry modern 
system of unfaith dares to claim is this. (See Sheldon's "Unbelief 
in 19th Cent.). 
This, then, with the exception of the Christ who is the 
true source of this as of every other peculiarity of Christianity--
I consider to be the grand peculiarity and strength of this religion., 
It can grow . It is not fixed. It has in it the seeds of progress. 
Its infinite ideal demands an infinite stretch of the soul to measure 
up to it and this can become more far reaChing in every age. 
Its central faith gives a man a harmony with his environment--his 
past, present, future, earthly and heavenly enviromnent Which puts 
him in the best condition to work out his best. And this best 
grows better with the passing years. The Christian cons~~ousness 
has changed immeasurably in two re nturies. It is a develop ing fact . 
And as it grows it grows stronger and purer. 
·' 
